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Stevens-Schroeder proposal
blasted by Student Caucus
'
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Stu~el!t Caucus me~bers compete to be r·e~ognized du~ing
the!r f1ve-h~ur meetmg Sunday night. They lodged sharp complamts agamst th«: latest recommendations on student governance. <Dave LaBianca photo)
.

Select~en

reject
ban on peddlers
By Beth Albert
The Durham Board of Selectmen last night rejected a
proposal to oan peamers trom
selling their products on Main
1e_..

The proposal would have banned peddlers from selling their
products on Main St. from Pettee
Brook Lane to Madbury Road
from 6:00 a.m . to 6:00 p.m.
The Board voted down the
proposal by a two to one margin.
Andy Cochran, known as "Andy the Potter," told the Board he
sells his crafts only two days a
week. "I increase my selling
days the two weeks before
Christmas and at the beginning of
fall semester. I have not received
any complaints from merchants.
They feel competition is important," Cochran said.
Jackie Strauss, speaking on
behalf of The Durham Merchants
Association, said the ordinance
should be passed.
"It is not reasonable to make
one set of rules for merchants
and another for peddlers,"

accused Stevens of increasing the

:::ituuent uuuy presltlent·s power

in order to manipulate student
government.
"It's easy for an administrator
to manipulate a 22- or 23-year-old
person,"
said Beckingham.
"Member$ ·or your own staff would
agree thatyou can take a student
body president and get what you
want.''
·
Stevens dJd not reply to Beckingham 's remarks.
Student Caucus Chairman Bill

Corson introduced the proposal
with a prepared statement calling
- it "a dangerous precedent" and
"an attempt to deceive the student
body."
The proposal breaks a promise
from President Mills, Corson said,
which gives students authority
to determine their own policy.
"I have problems with a proposal that attempts to deceive
me by a_greeing with the philosophy that students are very capable and competent to assume
responsibility of student government down to a grievance proceedure .. ," Corson said.
Corson
further
criticized
Schroeder and Stevens for releasing the proposal last Friday,
allowing only two days for senators to read it.
·
The Caucus voted to wait until
next Sunday to make a formal
response to the proposal.
Many c~mcus members accused
Stevens and Schroeder of ignoring
recommendations for a strong
50-member legislative branch
made by the Caucus last month.
After three hours of criticism,
Stevens, Schroeder and Corson
proposed forming a committee
of five students appointed by
Corson to work with Schroeder
and Stevens on some new recom.mendations.

Strauss said, referring to the all
day use of parking spaces by
peddlers. "Peddlers are taking
up customer parking spaces,"
she said.
James Chamberlin: a member
of the Board, a_greed parking is a
problem on Main Street. "I have
not found a parking space 12
times in the past month," he said.
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Randy Schroeder
Dick Cochran, Andy's father ,
disagreed with Chamberlin. " I
have had no trouble finding
parking on my trips to Durham
between 12:0Q, and 1:00 p.m. I
don't think the parking problem
is that critical, '' he said.
Theodore Fim1egan, another
member of the Board, said the
peddlers should move from
where they presently park <in
front of Alpha Tau Omega) to in
front of the President's house
across from the Memorial Union
Building driveway where there
are no stores.
Cochran said the move would
affect his business. "A drastic
change like that could wipe me
out,'' he said.
Jerry Corson, a wooa carver,
suggested three peddlers be
allO\yed to sell on Main Street per
day .. That way the number of Tht:se Thursd~night dinner~ may be the only folks arm-!n~ who are looking forward to the long
parkmg spaces used by the ped- hohday weekend with somethmg less than breathless antic1pation. (Robert Bauer photo)
dlers would be controlled, he

said.
Chamberlin said it would be
discriminatory to place a limit on
the number of peddlers.
"I don't feel a first come first
served system is right,'' he said.
Strauss said the merchants are
tax payers and deserve to have
the few parking spaces available
-to their us_e.
Chamberlin
agreed . with
\
Strauss. "The merchants downtown are paying taxes. You are
getting a free ride. You should
rent space or-find other space,"
Political activist Dick Gregory urges
he said, addressing the peddlers.
students to "turn it around" during
his speech in the MUB last night.
Jim Stevens, a plant seller,
Page3.
said he, Corson and Cochran
planned to discuss an alternative
to the ordinance to present to the
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By Judy Paradis
The Student Caucus blasted the
long-awaited Stevens-Schroeder
student governance proposal in a
marathon five-hour session Sunday night, rejecting most recommendations and calling the document "a slap in the face."
Caucus members said the 12pages of recommendations written
by University Vice President for
Student Affairs Richard Stevens
and Student Body President
Randy Schroeder severelylimited
student power and did not take
Caucus recommendations on
governance into consideration.
The proposal, which Stevens ·
and Schroeder agreed to re-write
with a five-member Caucus committee, would, as it now reads,
greatly strengthen the power of
the student body president and
give Stevens the power to approve
all student government proposals.
Stevens and Schroeder agreed
to work with the caucus committee
on a new recommendation after
an item by item review of the
proposal took three hours to get
to page four.
.
,
''I see no value in Randy and I
.
going back and writing another
document ourselves, ' Stevens
said. Their prop--osal was to be
- passed on to UNH President
Eugene Mills-for final approval.
Student Vice President for Commuter Affairs Jay Beckinghai:n,

.

~would give students full vote
,

Student trustee bill filed
By Gary Langer
UNH students will elect the
University System's next student
trustee in April if a bill filed last
week by Rep. Leo Lessard <DDover) clears the state house in
time.
Lessard's bill, if passed by the
House and Sen9te and signed into
law by Gov.-elect Hugh Gallen,
will allow students to popularly
elect their representative on the
Board of Trustees for the first
time.
Gallen, in an interview last
month, pledged his support for
the bill. A similar measure was
-vetoed by Lame Duck Gov.
l\1elqrim Thomson in 1975.
Under the present system, a

compromise worked out by
Thomson and Lessard, the
Governor appoints the student
trustee from five nominees elected by the students of one of the
University System's three campuses. The campuses elect the.ir
nominees, three of whom must be
in-state students, on a rotating
basis.
UNH is next in rotation according to Lessard. If his biil is not
passed in time for the student
election in April, he said, the old
system wilt continue for another
year.
Lessard· said his bill keeps the
rotation system and the present
one year term of the student
trustee, while calTing for the

trustee to be elected solely by the
students:
He said the ·House overrode
Thomson's veto of the similar bill
in 1975, although the Senate failed
to do so.
"A student who represents and
owes his election to the students
will look more closely at
problems the students confront in
terms of cost and the quality of
education," Lessard said. _He
pointed out that the Board of
Trustees now has five alumni
trustees, all of whom are fully
elected by the alumni .
Board Chairman Richard Morse
said yesterday he supports the con'
TRUSTfE BILL, page 14
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..---News Briefs-·- ....
Grievance filed
The Promotion and Tenure ·Committee of the Political Science
Department has filed a grievance against Dean of Liberal Arts
Allan Spitz.
.
.
··
The grievance is one of three agamst Spitz from the pohtica 1
.
science department.
The basis of the grievance will not be revealed. ~ntil t~e
Professional Standards Committee <PSC) makes a .decision on it,
according to biochemistry ·Professor Donald Green, acting
chairman of the PSC.
Political science Professor George Romoser is normally the
PSC chairman. He has stepped down as chairman for all grievances concerning the political science department.

Student assaulted

208 calls, only one fire

False-alarms plague Fire Dept.
By Kathy Scrizzi
The UNH-Durham Fire Department has answered 288 emergency
calls this semester, according to figures compiled by Susan Grota, a
secretary of the Department.
There have been 208 fire calls
and only one was an actual fire.
UNH has been responsible for
209 of the emergency calls, including the burning of a
University barn Oct. 13, Grota
1
said.
False alarms have accounted
for 66 of the calls, Grota said.
Smoke from cooking, insects in
alarm
svstems
and
the
"malicious conduct" are the
main reasons for the alarms.
Most of the cooking problems
have
been
in
Babcock,

Christensen, Williamson and
Stoke dormitories, according to
Grota. Stoke has had most of the
prQblems with the insects, while
the malicious alarms were .
"pretty evenly spread among the
dorms.''
Sixty-three' alarms have been
"for accidental or unknown reasons" and 31 calls were categorized under "other".
''There are a lot of odd reasons
for the alarms to go off. There can
be an accidental mechanical fail- ·
UFe or something like that."
'' The 'other' category includes
various calls we've had like a vehi<>lP

th~t'..:

and 43 alarms included in the
"other" category.
"These have been mostly when
we were .called out to aid nearby
towns, though." We haven't had
that many alarms ourselves,"
Grota said.
The Fire Department has received 80 "rescue" calls, according to Grota's figures. Forty--eight
of these have been for medical
aid, 17 for rescues from elevators
and..15 for investigations of strange
odors.
Grota said that only nine of the
medical calls have been received
from the dorms. "We get quite a

Jp::iking g::ic;;: or u1iroc;;:

fow from tho Field Houoc and

hanging over a tree-things like
that," Grota said.
The town of Durham has been
~esponsible for five false alarms

Snively Arena because of football
ALARMS, page 17

Four Brockton, Mass. men were arrested for assaulting a 25year-old student Saturday night, according to University spokesman Mark Eicher.
David W. Palling, of Wareham, Mass. suffered a bloody nose,
swollen lip and-loose tooth in the brawl, which took place at 7:00
p.m. on College Road as Palling was returning to his room in
Babcock House.
Eicher said the four men, none of whom are UNH students,
stopped Palling and asked for directions to Alexander Hall.
Palling said he didn't know, one of the men pushed him, Palling
pushed back and the fight began.
.
Palling was treated and released from Hood House. In his voluntary repost to the police, Pa1ling said it seemed to him the men
had been drinking.
The four men, Jeffery McDermett, 20, Robert Tanzi, 20, Daniel
Colombo, 21, and his twin, David C. Colombo, 21, were released
on $200 bail.
The New Hampshire Art Association is. offfering a $500 reward
for the return or information leading to the return of the two
bronze statues stolen from the New England Center No·v. 12.
The foot-high bronze statues, colored green, were valued at
$1 ,250 each . They were made by Jafar Shoja , a teacher at Rivier
College in Nashua .
The sculptures were part of the art associations exhibit in the
lobby of the New England Center. Anyone with information on
their whereabouts can call Angus of the New England Art ,
Association at 662-0527.

Autumn light creates a halo around a wagon parked at the end of the UNH H~rse Barn. (Dave
La Bianca photo)
1

Meeting scheduled
An informational meeting concerning the proposed Raymond
Oil Refinery will be held at the Newmarket Public Library
Nov. 27 at 7:30 p.m.
Ken Byrd from the Citizen's Refinery Information Committee
will show slides .and answer questions during the program,
which will be free of charge.

Reward offered

I

'

The New Hampshire Art Association is offering-a $500 reward
for the r-eturn or information leading to the return of the two bronze statues stolen from the New England Center Nov. 12.
.
The foot-high bronze statues, colored green, were valu~d. at
$1,250 each. They were made by Jafar Shoja, a teacher ar Rivier
·
College in Nashua.
The sculptures were part of the art associations exhibit in the
lopby of the New England Center. Anyone with information on
their whereabouts can call Angus Locke of the New England Art
Association at 662-0527.

The weather
The National Weather Service predicts cold weather this week,
with temperatures ranging from the mid 20s to low 30s tqgay ,
in the low teens tonight and highs 'in the 30s tomorrow.,
.
It will be a cold Thanksgiving Day Thursday, with daytime
temperatures reaching the high 30s and fair skies. There is a 20
percent chance of precipitation today and tonight.

$800,000 fire station planned
By Laura Locke
Three sites are now being
seriously considered for the new
$800,000 UNH/Durham
Fire
Station, according to David
Flanders, director of public
safety.
The proposed sites include the
Strafford
Avenue
extension
located across from the Elliot
Alumni Cen.ter, and two spots
near Parking. Lot B, which is
located next to Babcock Hall.
Flanders said the B-lot site is
being considered more heavily
than the Strafford Avenue extension.
"The Board of Fire Commissioners recommended the Blot site because we feel that it
would be a more viable location
for a fire station to serve the entire community," Flanders said.
The new two-story station
would include space for all fire
and ambulance corps vehicles,
administrative offices, a meeting
room, a training room, and dormitory space for firemen and
student fire assistants.
Both the Board of Fire Commissioners and the Durham
Board of Selectmen voted to
recommend the B-lot site, according to Facilities Planner R. Kim
Sprague.
· "The · dead end street on the
Strafford Avenue extension could
create- some serious problems ,"
Flanders said~ "The ambulance
corps is especially in favor of the
B-lot site because of its accessibilitv ."
Sprague said Phys ical Plant
Operation and Maintenance will
meet with the University's
Master Planner in .ear Iv Decemper to discuss the plan and
. . . ... - - . .. ..- .,. - - .... . .......- .. ... ..-

-- - -

"hopefully present a solid
recommendation" to him.
After a proposed site is accepted Flanders said a process
me~Hng between the town sel~ct
men and University administration will be held.
''A joint meetmg oetween the
town and the University community would have to review the
next step,'' he said.
Last year the University
Trustees rejected a proposal to
build the fire station between
Madbury Road and Pettee Brook
Lane because the land had been

designated for other purposes,
Flanders said.
"The Pettee Brook Lane site
was rejected because it imposed
on future plans of the University
and future planning sites,"
Sprague said.
-Flanders said the parking
situation would not be drastically
affected if Lot B is accepted as
the project site.
.
''The displacement of vehicles
would not be that significant,'' ~e
FIRE STATION, page 6

FacultY -Caucus elects
interview committee
By Jennifer Grant
Ten faculty members were
elected yesterday by the Faculty
Caucus to attend breakfast
meetings with the five finalists
for the position of V.ice President
of Academic Affairs.
The ten were elected from a
slate of 27 nominees , selected by
the Facu1ty Caucus.
E~ive
alternates were also
elected, to replace any person
unable to make one of the breakfasts .
The Caucus last Thursday failed
to elect the interview committee
after a heated 45-minute debate
over procedure and makeup of
the committee.
The slate of 27 nominees in... .. .. . .... ·- -- - - .. .. - . - .... - . - .. . .
._

--

eluded eight women faculty members and six department chairmen. ·
Of the ten elected, one is a
woman and four are department
chairmen.
At yesterday's meeting, a motion was made to reduce the
number of ten faculty at the
bteakfast meetings to five. The
motion was not pas~ed.
The Caucus members each ,
voted for a maximum of ten
people and the top ten vote getters
were elected. The five additional
people with the next highest
number of votes were elected as
FACULTY CAUCUS, page 1~
·
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V .P. finalist meets f acuity
concerning preventative efBy Jennifer Grant
University told the faculty he
Stephen Miller, a finalist for believes in "both traditional and forts for the decline in liberal arts
the position of Vice President for innovative approaches to edu- educations, Miller said, "My
Academic
Affairs,
fielded cation.
solution is to make the Univer"Concerning language arts and sity's problems everybody's
questions from UNH faculty
yesterday in a special interview math skills, I'd like to see the ap- problems."
Miller views the position of vice
meeting set up by the Vice proach of a liberal education, a
Presidential Search Committee.
return. to basics,'' he said.
president as "principal academic
Miller, an Associate Provost at - "I also believe in n~n officer responsible to the
Northwestern University in traditional educational pro- president with the best interests
Chicago, was the first of five grams. This University is go- of the University in mind."
He thinks that a vi<'P nrP~ir!Pnt
finalists to come to Durham.
ing to have to be innovativP.
Miller stressed the importance imaginative and creative to
of communication in his wide- make maximum use of what
MILLER, page 7
ranging interview, telling the we've got," Miller said.
faculty "a vice president should
have a great deal of communication, meetings and spinoff with faculty and students just
to find out what they want. A
great deal of dialogue," he said,
"is important."
When asked by history
John V. Byrne withdrew his name as a finalist for the position of
Professor Hans Heilbronner for
Vice President for AcademiC Affairs.
on
faculty
his
opinion
Dick Gregory exhorts stu~ents to fight government manipSearch Committee Chair:rpan Herman Gadon said Byrne withunionization, Miller said "if cirulation during his MUB presentation. <Dave LaBianca photo)
drew because he received a pay increase at his present position, .
cumstances at a university are so
dean of research at Oregon State University.
desperate that they can't help
Gadon declined from revealing the name of the candidate who
themselves, they're too far gone
will replace Byrne until the faculty is notified.
to be helped by unions."
The former associate dean of
faculty of medicine at Harvard

Candidate withdraws

'Turn it around,'
Gregory urges crowd.

SteJ.>hen .~iller, .a ca~didate for the Vice Preside~t f~r Academic Affairs post,
durmg his mterv1ew with faculty members yesterday. (Dave LaBianca photo)

gestic~lates

Student Caucus counters Spitz

Pre-Law change · opposed
By Gary Langer
Chapman, however, said 18 of
Kayser and Desrosiers and 17 ·of
The Student Caucus voted Suq- the 20 said the committee needs the 20 pre-law students surveyed
day night to oppose Acting Vic·e continuity.
said they had felt no pressure
President for Academic Affairs
The four-member advisi·ng from the committee to take parAllan Spitz's move to end the committee is designed to help ticular courses.
terms of two professors on the UNH students get into law
Of the other · two students,
UNH Pre-Law Committee.
Chapman said, one declined to
schools.
The motion says "the Student
In a letter to the ed\tor of The comment and the other said he
Caucus supports keeping the Pre- New Hampshire ori Oct. 27, had felt pressure from advisors
Law Committee intact, letting it Associate Professor of Political both on and off the committee.
operate as it has in.the past. If the Science Lawrence O'Connell ,
Spitz said he took the action "to
administration wants to obtain whom Spitz appointed to replace get some turnover," but accornew blood, let it increase the Kayser, said Desrosiers "used ding to Chapman 16 of the 20
membership of the committee."
his position (on the committee no students said they do not think
The Caucus passed the influence pre-law students to take the purpose of the committee is to
resolution after brief discussion Latin and other courses offered in
at the end of its five-hour meeting classics.n
SPITZ, page 16
on student governance.
The resolution, proposed by
Senator Mark Chapman, opposes
Spitz 's controversial move to end
the terms of Assistant Professor
of Classics Richard Desrosiers
and Associate Professor of
History John Kayser's terms on
the committee.
House, the rise trom Zl to Z4 v1sns
Kayser and Desrosiers have By Lauren Dill
The kissing disease is on . a · a month is · nothing to worry
both claimed Spitz's action was
about.
:,
politically motivated, and have· slight increase at UNH.
Patterson says, "It doesn't
Hood House statistics indi~te
refused to step down. Both have
served on the committee since it that there were 188 mononucleosis seem like there is a tremendous
visits during the school year lWl-78. increase in mono. What we have
was founded five years ago.
Chapman based his motion on Sixty visits have been reported is not bad."
Mononucleosis is an infectious
his survey of 20 UNH pre-law since September.
students, which showed strong
These statistics do not reflect disease caused by a virus known
support for Kayser and the actu.al number of mono cases, as the Ebstein barr. Infection
only the number of mono-related results in an increased number of
Desrosiers.
large lymphocytes (types of
·
In the survey, Chapman said. visits to Hood House.
18 of the 20 students said the
According to Dr. Patterson,
committee will suffer without resident physician at Hood MONO,page6

By Kate McClare
He spent much of his time puzFor Dick Gregory, life is a zling over the bizarre attack, and
_series of apparently unrelated in- said he would postpone until
cidents that connect into one un- Christmas a planned White
deniable whole: "They don't care House Thanksgiving demonstration because of it.
about just ordinary folks."
Gregory said he did not want to
"They" are, according to the
activist comedian, the molders of take attention away from the inour white racist/sexist political cident. "I want to see what they
strudure. They'll try to destroy can come up with to top it before
the rest of us one way or another. Christmas,'' he said.
he told a capacity crowd in the
According to news reports
Granite State Room of the MUB almost 400 Americans in the
last night.
People's Temple committed
But "we can turn it around" suicide after the investigators
with the "universal love" within were killed.
"You can't get 400 Americans
us, he added, earning a standing
ovation after his two-and-a-half- to do nothing together," Gregory
hour speech sponsored by MUSO. scoffed, saying there's "a lot
Gregory returned to UNH two more" to murder than most
years after a similar speech here. people think.
A lot has happened since then,
. He called Jonestown, where the
more evidence of what Gregory People's Temple settled, a "CIA
calls government manipulation stronghold."
of our lives.
·
The
incident
was
the
"I was more wiped out by what springboard for the rest of
happened this weekend than I Gregory's speech, in which- he
was when they got (Martin slammed the federal government
Luther) King," he said, referring for deceit, manipulation, bugging
to the murder in Guyana of five his phone, and ordering him
Americans investigating a for- "neutralized.''
mer California-based religious GREGORY, page 8
sect.

Mononucleosis on rise,

but problelll isn't serious

Afte.r a heavy day's studying, the library stairs present a welcome-if dizzying--way out. <Dave LaBianca photo)
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Student Caucus blasts Schroeder-Stevens propOsal
dent body president needed the
amount of power .proposed by
Stevens and Schroeder.
"I think the amount of power
given to the student body president is exorbitant. It's usurping
power ·from Caucus," Donnelly
said.
Donnelly cautioned that a
powerful student body president
c>o11lrl gPt too C'lo.;:i:> to i:>ithc;.r ::idministrator~ or faculty and "be-

Richard Stevens
STUDENT CAUCUS
continued from page 1
The Caucus accepted the proposal, but did not set a time to
have the recommendations completed.
Doug Cox said a time limit
should be put on the proposal.
"This has gone on for a year and
a half. We should try to wrap
it up by next semester," he said.
Yesterday Schroeder said, "I
don't think the new flovernment
will come in righ) away, but
hopefully implementation can
take place sometime next semester."
There were some parts of the
proposal which stiII could pass
the Caucus, Schroeder said. However, the Caucus reacted negatively to its major points.
A proposal giving the student
body president power to approve
the final Student Activities Tax
(SAT) budget and to endorse all
budget changes of SAT organizations brought heavy criticism from
the Caucus.
SAT funds are now approved b..Y
the Caucus and a report summarizing the approved budget is
signed by · the director of bureau
of the budget (BOB), student
caucus chairman and student body
president before being sent to the
administration for approval, said
Doug Cox, BOB director.
Schroeder, who wore a pained
expression throughout the meeting
as he came continually under
attack, said ..he thought last
spring's Task Force report on
student governance advocated an
increase in power for the student .
body president. He said he viewed
this as an increase in financial
power.
"If the final app'ro':'al of SAT
allocation lies with the student
body president," said student Vice
President for Budget and Administration P.J. Waldman, "then
the central legislative body doesn't
seem to have much power.
"What makes you feel the student body presid~nt is anymore
capable than the Bureau of the
Budget and Caucus for dealing
with SAT money?" Waldman
asked.
Schroeder replied, "It is still
approved in Caucus. It's just now
the student body president will
have final say because there is
no provision for a caucus chairperson in the new proposal. SAT
still goes through Caucus."
"Then it's very misle<tJing,"
Waldman said. "i got the impression the student body president
had final say on the SAT budget."
"There are so many problems
with this proposal," Beckingham
said, "I wonder, Randy, if when
you sat down did you feel you
were speaking for the students?"
Schroeder said he did. "I thought
the Task F'orce Report wanted
the student body president's duties
expanded. I must admit I was
misguided there."
Beckingham then asked presidential candidates Cox and Jim
Donnelly if they thought the stu-

come allied to them, not to the
students."
Cox said, "I think there's too
much work for the Student Body
President with his own budget
without the addition of SAT
money."
.
"Students might elect an in.:
competent president," Cox said.
"We have to have a powerful
legislative body."
·
In -response to questions about
hts greatly increased role in student government, Stevens said he
wanted to avoid "swamping the
University president."
"I would like something finished, complete and clean when
it goes to the president. The office
of student affairs cannot stop
any student government proposal," Stevens said.
Beckingham called for the elimination of the role of the office
-of Student Affairs. "Caucus does
want your influence," he told
Stevens, "however, we disagree
as to how much influence. I question Dick ·Stevens saying the
Caucus is not capable of bringing

. Stevens suggested having an
" There was a lot of validity
appropriate administrator sit in
m what Caucus members said."
on each student government committee to perform the functions
Beckingham proposed.
Caucus membe.rs also questioned the proposed role of the
executive vice president, which
Schroeder and Stevens designated
as largely secretarial.
c;o.;i::itine: UnivcrBitv rule. You'll
Viet P1 e:::.hientiai candidate
still have that role, but we Cheryl Brown said the vice presishouldn't have.. to go to you," dent's duties should not be delegated, so he could have time to
Beckingham countered.
pursue important issues that come
up through the semester.''
. "We wanted to give definite
responsibilities," said Schroeder.
"We felt an undefined vice presidential position could become
very powerless."
Donnelly accused Schroeder and
Stevens of turning the vice president into an "office manager. "
After the meeting Corson appointed Beckingham, Waldman,
Ron Hazeltine, Tom Myatt, and
Bill Corson
Deb Baker to the committee to
Schroeder said. "I'm very flexible
work with Schroeder and Stevens.
"I think a couple of things and very open and so is Dick
might pass," Corson said, "But Stevens.
"We're trying to get the best
it didn't look good for most of
possible student government.''
the proposal."
''It sounds to me that people
"I thought the meeting went
want to leave things pretty much
very
well,"
Corson
said,
"It
,..--··'·\· showed me a lot of people in the way they are," Schroeder
said. "And if that's what students
Caucus were Well informed."
- Schroeder said the meeting did want, we should leave things that
go as he had expected it to. way.''
,.~mW~ riot
Next week the caucus will meet
"I expected·more of an objective
look. Perhaps some controversy, at 8:00 rather than 6:00 because
Jay Beckingham
of the Thanksgiving holiday.
·but not as much as there was."

a clean, complete piece of work
to the president.
"Instead of us going to you,
you come to us," Beckingham
said.
"That hasn't been defined as
an expectation," Stevens said.
"You would have the role of
correcting mistakes, inaccuracies,
or a collision course with an

_,.,,

_
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In door crafts fair and flea market every
weekend starting November 25.
Call now to
·
reserve a
··~ Flowery .... ,
table.
~~· Frills .,,..

50 PERCENT O~F

i?

Low cast rental reserues
your space for an entire
weekend. For complete
information call or stop by
the Handcrafters Mall.

{~

Roundtrip from Boston

The finest
,,-.:
array of dried flower
arrangements and
supplies. Preserve your
memor i es with a dr ied
wedding bouquet

Shop the Handcrafter's Mall offering these fine
shops....
.
The Village Furn iture Shoppe
Caro le Neely 's·Ru g Hooking Store
The Quilting Barn
Ooll House Heaven

The Puppet Shop
Oonna and Oavid Anttila's
Painting & Woodcarving Shop

L.~s Angeles ............. $230
San Francisco......... $238
S~attle ..................... $268
·q,enver..................... $ 168

.¢ALL US FOR DETAILS

Phoenix...............
Ft. lauderdale.....
.Tampa ................
New Orleans.......

$208

$129
$124
$138

Mll

Rt. I,

Rye, N.H

lnforrrl yQ.urself! .

.Come to the ...

l;

Candidates
Debate
Hear the Student body President/Exec.utive V~fce~ President teams of Doug Cox
and Cheryl Brown vs. Jim Donnelly and .Bob Coates debate the issues in this
vital student election.

Tues, Nov. 28 ·'
8 p~m.
In·the StraffOrd Room
of theMUB
sponsored by The .N ew Hampshire
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Durham rents highest in area
The Fischer Agency rents three
By Beth Albert
Colleen Byrne lives with her
The average rent for a two bedroom duplexes shared by six two roommates in a one bedroom
bedroom apartment is one hun- people on Young Drive in apartment on Main Street in
dred dollars a month more in Durham. Rents have increased Durham.
Durham than in either New- by $270.00 a semester since 1975
"We looked for an apartment
market or Dover, according to to $2,460, according to a spokesthe housing list provided by the man for the Agency. Walter specifically -in Durham because
Off-Campus
Housing
Office Fischer, the agency's owner, was of the transportation problem ''
~yrne said.
'
not available for comment.
WCHO).
A spokesman for Walter W.
The three bedroom apartment
Byrne and her .roommates pay
Cheney, Inc., a real . estate in Dover costs about $450.00 per $375.00 a month for the four-room
. company, acknowledged that a semester.
apartment.
difference in rents exist among
Apartments in Durham have
the thr~e towns. "Property taxes been in much demand according
The rent for a one-bedroom
are going up so we have to raise to the Off-Campus Housing Office. apartment in Newmarket was
our rents."
"The demand for housing is defi- $170.00 a month in 1977.
Student Lawyer John Barrett nitely in Durham. People want to
Jay Beckingham, student vice
said the property tax is.not a true be close to the University," said
president for commuter affairs,
peterminate in the value of an Erin Gill, a spokesman for OCHO.
said there are a lot of students
apartment. "Each town assesses
Many apartments available in who don't want to deal with the
its property differently. A house
assessed at a value of $100,000 Dover and Newmarket are on Kari-Van.
in Durham may be assessed for Kari-Van routes. A Kari-van
"The student who is money
half that much in Dover," he ticket costs $20.00 a semester.
conscious
will live in Dover or
said.
- Janet Duff a sophomore transfer
Property taxes in Durham rose student lives at Fairfield Gar- Newmarket. The student who has
it easy will stay in Durham where
$2.50 this year to $30.40. New- dens apartment 1n Dover. She
market's property tax was sal_d a car is important for off- the rents are higher," he said.
lowered to $29.70. The property campus living. "The Kari-Van
"There are some fair places in
tax in Dover rose by $7 .55 to times are not the same as my Durham if you rent from a family.
$75.05. All rates are applied to schedule. I can live without a
If you go to one of the big realtors
per thousand dollar of assessed car, but it is more convenient you had better look out, " 'Beckingproperty.
ham said.
to have one," she said.
Bob Audet, of Bayside Distributors in Newmarket, at- ~ew ~ampsfore 1s published and distributed semi-weekly throughout
tributes the higher rents in Durham the_academ~c year. Pub. no. 379280. Our offices are located in the Memorial
to greater demand. "Our one- Umon Bwlrlmg. Durham, N.H . 03824. Editorial office Room 151 ·business of108. Business hours Tuesday and Thursday, 1-3 p.m.', Wednesday
bedroom apartments in New- ! fice Room
Friday . 9-2 . Academic year Subscription $9.00. Second class postage
market go for about $190.00 a ' an?
paid at Durha.m . N.H .. 03824 . POSTMASTER : send address changes to The
month. One-bedroom apartments New Hampshire._ Room l:il. Memorial \l_nion Building, Durham, N.H. 03824.
in Durham go for about $190.00 11.000 copies per 1ssut> rint1:1d C!t Courier Publishin Co .• Rochester
to $270.00 a month,'' he said.

I

ilet the Buck I:
Stop HePe !
Have you
heard about the
"Buck Special"
at
Burger King

?

Special for this week is:
A DOUBLE Cheeseburger &
a Coke ®
for$l.M

/

Please present this coupon
before ordering. Limit one
coupon per customer. Void
where prohibited bv law
This offer expires '.\o'" 2-1. J!li8

.

BURGER

KING

..
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cainpus calendar·
'FUESDA Y, November 21
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "Archilles and Aeneas:
Two Approaches to Life," Charles H. Leighton, AMLL.
James Hall, Room ~03, from 11 a.m.-12:30 p_.m.
ORGANIC SEMINAR: "Electron Pushing," S. Howard,
Chemistry Department, UNH. Room L-103, Iddles Auditorium, Parson Hall, from 11 a.m.-12 noon.
SPACE SCIENCE SEMINAR:
"Auroras and Plasma
Waves," Professor Richard L. Kaufmann, Physics Department. Room 303, Demeritt Hall, from 1-2 p.m.
GRANDE ILLUSIONS: "Fritz the Cat," directed by Ralph
Bakshi. Animated. . Strafford Room, Memorial Union,
7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission$ .75 or MUSO Film Pass.
NHOC PROGRAM: "The Alps," a multi:.. media slide show
presentation by Peter Cole. The show will focus on Peter's
trip to the Alpo during the oummcr of 1978.

Granite State

Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m. Admission $ .50 for
NHOC me.mbers; $ . 75 for non-members.
WEDN~SDA Y, November 22

PREREGISTRATION ENDS. - CLASSES HOLD FRIDAY
SCHEDULE: RESIDENCE HALLS CLOSE AT 7 P.M. F0R
THANKSGIVING HOLIDAYS.
THURSDAY, November 23
_.
THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY. UNIVERSITY OFFICES
CLOSED.
FRIDAY, November 24
THANKSGIVING RECESS. UNIVERSITY OFFICES
CLOSED.
SATURDAY, November 25
MEN'S HOCKEY EXHIBITION GAME: Northeastern,
Snively Arena, 7 p.m. Admission $1.50 for everyone.
SUNDAY, November 26
RESIDENCE HALLS OPEN AT 2 P.M.
PROJECTIONS: "The Incident," starring Tony Musante,
Martin Sheen, Beau Bridges, and Jack Gilford. Strafford
Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission$ .75
or MUSO Film Pass.
~ MUB PUB: Rick Bean, olClies, 8 p.m. Also, "Dormitory
Feud."
MONDAY, November 27
CLASSES RESUME AT 8 A.M.
PH. D. DEFENSE: By Enid Roberts. Room M316, Kingsbury Hall, a.t 8 a.m. Sponsored by the Department of
Mathematics and Computer Sciences.
TUESDAY, November 28
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "The Old Testament,"
Kenneth 0. Freer, Office of the Graduate Dean . James Hall,
Room 303, from 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S CENTER FILM SERIES~ ·:sometimes I Wonder
Who I Am," a brief study of inner conflicts felt by a young
housewife. And, "Growing Up Female," a film about the
socialization of American women. Senate Room, Memorial
Union, 7:30 p.m.
MEN'S BASKETBALL: Yale, Lundholm Gymnasium, Field
House, 8 p.m. Season tickets or $2 general admission.
WEDNESDAY, November 29
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION CAREER NIGHT PROGRAM:
Civil Engineering. ElliottAlumni Center, 7:30 p.m.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT SENIOR RECITAL: R. Scott
White, piano. Bratton recital hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, disco, 8 p.m.
THURSDAY, November 30
GRANDE ILLUSIONS: "THX 1138," starring Rob~rt Duvall, Donald Pleasance, and Don Pedro Colley. Strafford
Room, Memorial Union,· 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission$ .75
or MUSO Film Pass.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT FACULTY RECITAL: Creg Balfany, clarinet; Ruth Edwacds,· piano. Bratton Recital Hall, .
Paul Creative Arts Center, 8'.p.m.
.
MUB PUB: "Rus~ ·artd Ree~": tolk, 8p.ni .
. F1flOAY, Decefti.ier .i
.:
..
.•FACULTY LECTU:RE: " ~~ Astronon(y: TtM!·New Sci-: ·.
\ eJl\ce," Professor :~~Id· Clark.,· Electrica1· aricH:-<Mnpu~@f:' .
Engineering. New . England Center, 8 p.m. Sponsored by
Speakers Bureau/DCE/The _New England Center. Advance
registratio_n at DCE (2-2015) requested for admission.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT SENIOR RECITAL: Carol Seely,
soprano. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center,
8p.m.
CONCORD STRING QUARTET: Second in a series of six
J?eethoven concerts. Other concerts will be held: January
25, February 16, March 3, and April 5. Durham Community Church, 8 p.m. Tickets to individual concerts $2. Sponsored by the Durham Community church, the UNH Celebrity Series, and the UNH Fund.
MUB PUB: "Shane Champagne," rock, 8.p.m.
The "Campus Calendar" appears in each issue of The New
hampshire._ Please submit information to the Administration Office, Room 322, Memorial Union.
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•
notices
GENERAL
CAFE FRANCAIS: There will be no Cafe Francais
this Wednesday, November 22. See you again after
vacation for the next cafe on Wednesday, November
29. Murkland 102, at 3:30 p.m.
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD PROGRAM: Student
rommitt<>e meeting, Thursda~·. November 30, at 12
Dover Road <next to Exxon station), 7 p.m. This
meeting is to plan Christmas Blood Drive. Anyone interested is welcome.

Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 2:30-4 p.m.
CAREER EXPLORATION MODULE: Series 4. Module
· D: Decision-Making. Thursday, November 30, Belknap
Room, Memorial Union, 2-3:30 p.m.
SUMMER JOBS INFORMATION: Information session
on finding and applying for summer jobs. Lectures, and
questions and answers. Career Planning and Placement, 203 Huddleston. Tuesday, November 28, at 6:30
p.m.

Mono on the rise

mononucleos1s cases six weeKs
MONO
after holidays at Universitie5 for
continued from page 3
the same reason. The University
white blood cells) in the btoou.
Mono is infectious only through of New Hampshire is no exceppassage of saliva; it is not tion.
. 1d f r
Symptoms me u e a igue, a
CLUBS AND ORGANtZA TIONS
possible to contract mono in the sore
swollen
lymph glands
throat,
PRE-LAW MEETING: To discuss a Paralegal Internclassroom.
and tonsils and an enlarged
ship in the Office of Student Affairs. Tuesday, November
SOLAR ENERGY COALITION: Meeting, Tuesday,
Dr. Patterson says, "The most spleen. One of the few dangers of
28, Room 304, Horton Social Science Center, at 1 p.m.
November 21, Environmental Mini D.o rm lpunge, at 7:30
common way to catch mono is by mono is that the spleen can rupp.m. Discussion of a project for a solar hot water heater
k.issing someone, hence its ture.
andlfor a week-long Energy Awareness Campaign. Any
CAREER
nic~name; the next is by taking a
Patterson says, "A ruptured
interested persons welcome.
JUGGLING CLUB: Meeting, Tuesday, November 21 ,
CAREER EXPLORATION MODULE: Series 2, Module
swig out of the same ~eer or Coke spleen is very life threatening-Carroll-Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m.
F: Special Career Issues. This module will offer you
bott!e, and last, b~,usmg someone _ you bleed into your gut. You
SERENDIPITY MAGAZINE: Meeting, Wednesday ,
the opportunity to examine and discuss personal career
else s toothbrush. .
"
shouldn't be playing contact
November 29, Room M316, Paul Creative Arts Center,
issues as employment discrimination, dual-career
Patterson contmues,
The
t ,,
families, upward mobility, career transition, etc. Monat 5 p_m_ We are now accepting articles, artwork,
term.
~issing
disease
came
out
of
spi~~~rson
cautions that infecday, November 27, Congreve Lounge, from 4-5:30 p.m .
and photographs for this year's issue. Please submit
a m1htary academy. The West fous mononucleosis is very
CAREER EXPLORATION MODULE: Series 3, Module
your work to the Theater and Communications Office,
Point cadet,:,. wou~dn ·~ be allowc?
dangerous to fetuses, and that
o. oeclslon-rnaklng. This mulluie wlll ass Isl you In your
Paul t:reat1ve Arts Center, or to the Student Press
Office, Memorial Unjon, with your name, address, and
to ~ee their girlfriends ~t~l
egnant mothers should be
own career decision-making by examining different
decision-making strate~ies. Wednesday, November 29,
telephone number.
C!1nstmas. They usually_ d1~ t :pecially cautious.
Fatigue is a very common
kiss each other at West Pomt.
There
are
peaks
of complaint with mono patients.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I D u r i n g her bout with mono, Judi
Paradis, a student, said, "I ate a
lot of yogurt, laid on my back and
watched soap operas."
·
Patterson feels that it is difcurrent knowledge and enthusiasm
We're talking to you because
ficult to tell whether the fatigue is
due to lying in bed so much or
GenRad is committed to recruiting of the recent graduate with the
wliether it's a result of
the best engineering personnel
development knowledge of our
mononucleosis. Patterson said he
available to continue our internamore experienced staff members.
does not speak for all of his
colleagues on this aspect of the
tional reputation for quality and
Everyone benefits from this
disease.
state-of-the-art products. After
arrangement.
The mono spot test is a simple, ,
we've got the best we try to keep Work better alone 7 Then perhaps
inexpensive ($6.00 for test
screen) procedure in which an
them interested by expanding their our "preliminary-investigation" apantigen is mixed with the
horizons and our reputation.
patient's blood. A blood clot ocproach is right for you. Based
curs if the sample is positive for
One of the ways in which we've
UP.On your experience you
mono.
maintained our world leadership
could be assigned to work
Norma Desmarais, pathologist
and lab technician, says, "We
in automatic test equipment,
with a senior engineer
can also look at an untreated
electronic instruments and
in preliminary problood smear and diagnose mono
acoustic/vibration measurement
duct investiby the stretched lymphocytes.
Maybe two out of ten samples
instruments is through the
gation.
tested are positive."
"project-team concept." Used
~ Recovery takes from six weeks
effectively for product developto three months, because it takes
ment, this concept allows
a while to develop antibodies, the
body's natural defense systems.
If you
us to mix the
Once negative results are obplan to
tained, a cold may reinduce
continue
positive results, but this is only a
superficial reaction, not a true
your educareoccurrence of the disease.
tion - We're
Dr. Patterson says, "I think the
~ehind you all
most important thing is that you
1
can only get mono once.''
the way. Under

our tuition program
you'll be eligible
immediately for
1'00% reimbursement.
We're interested
in talking to:
BSEE, MSEE candidates,
Computer Science majors
with Logic Design background for positions in Software Development, Hardware
Design, Hardware/Software Design,
Microprocessing Design.
We are also interested in talking to:
Applications Engineers, Mini-computer
Programmers and Sales Engineers.
Some companies talk about
commitments - instead we just ·
do it. The next step is up to you.
A GenRad representative will be on campus December 7, 1978, please
make an appointment through your
placement office. Or call Pat Perillo
directly, (617) 646-7400, Ext. 332.
GenRad, Inc-:-, 300 Baker"Avenue,
Concord, Massachusetts--01742

Fire station

Gen Rad
An equal opportunity employe·r M/F
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FIRE STATION
continued from page 2
said. "If the east side of Lot B is
accepted for the fire station
location, approximately 30 parking
spaces would be displaced.'' ,
The need for a new fire station
became apparent several years
ago, Flanders said, when personnel and administrators realized
they had "outgrown the present
location.
"For a number of years, it has
been obvious that there's a need
for a new fire station," Flanders
said, "not only for housing apparatus and personnel, but our
present fire station is only able to
meet minimum standards.''
Because of the station's limited
space, some of the fire fighting
apparatus is stored in Lee, which
inhibits the station's Clbility to
control fires in rural areas.
"We lose the ability to respond
to fires in the rural part of the
community because we can't
store all of our equipment,"
Flanders said.
!<"landers is hopeful that a
proposal will be presented to the
Durham voters at the March
town meeting.
"Certainly it is our hope to get
some warrant article on the
Durham ballot," he said, "but
we'll just have to wait for respon-

sponse."
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University' of New Hampshire

Candidate Miller meets

wit~

MILLER
continued from page 3

·should "waste time to deliberate
and think."
Miller said the problem of
women faculty not applying to coed colleges is a problem that
"deserves attention."
"Why are women returning to
women's colleges and not to co-ed
colleges'? Because they're not
getting a fair deal at co-ed institutions,'' Miller said.
One of Miller's philosophies on
life is the necessity of a sense of
humor; "without it you;d go
bananas."
Miller rejected the idea of

salary.
One faculty member asked
Miller what single administrative
achievement he was most proud
of.

Miller answered, ''When I
raised medical school tuition by
57 per cent. I was not happy about
it, but it had to be done.''
"I'm ready to accept. more
responsibility. I'd be delighted to
continue work at Northwestern,
but I'm not working up to my
potentials there.

~nstmas

faculty

"I have new ideas for this
Unj.versity," Miller said.
Faculty members will be given
a chance to meet with the other
four finalists in open meetings, sponsored by the Faculty Caucus
and the Search Committee.
Gordon Haaland will be at a
meeting on Mpnday, Nov. Zl from
3:00 to 4:30 in the Murkland
Auditorium and at the Faculty
Center from 8:00 to 9:30 on Nov.
MILLER, page 15

Crefts Pair
~~

.
DEC. 7& 8
MUI
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YOUNG'S
RESTAURANT

creating remedial reading :.ind

writing skills workshops for
students showing deficiencies.
"Remedial
classes
create
minority students with a stigma
attached,'' Miller said. He said
the problem is that freshmen
have difficulty adjusting to the
college environment.
Concerning the financial difficulties being felt by college
professors, Miller proposed to
"let chairpeople and deans
disperse the available monies for
salary according to merit."
"We'll have to work our tails
off or we'll lose some good
faculty," Miller said.
One female faculty member
asked Miller if he would take extraordinary measures against
not having enough women in the
University. Miller said, 'There
should be a sincere effort to attract qualified women to campus.
"This decision should not be
dictated. Personal beliefs should
not be mixed with administrative
responsibilities, '' Miller said.
When asked to elaborate on
-ways to attract women to campus, Miller suggested offering
husband-wife positions with one

·

"TOUCH

OF

CLASS"

HAIRCUTTING & HAIRSTYU~71NG
FOR MEN, WOMEN, &CHILDREN c

REGULATION HAIRCUTS

c

'Ibis weeks Breakf?st Special:
,

Pancakes
Butter & Syrup
Tea or Coffee
$.99

$5.00
with Style & Shampoo Cuts
Available

MON. THROUGH SAT. 9 A.M.-5 P.M.
EVENINGS, BY APPOINTMENT

, 555 CENTRAL AVE.
>

DOVER, N.H.

NEAR E.J.'S VARIETY SToRE
(Formerly Uppercut !I)

742~4488
Walk-In Service

PAID Big Bucks For
your running or tennis
Shoe!!
Have them resoled with

Now open 'til 9:00 p.m. Thursday.

Breakfast Specials.Run From
6:00-11:.30 AM Daily

A Dover tradition
of line dining

11it\\'l~lt-~01~1~1t
'Tennis Shoes $13.50
Running Shoes $12.50
Pickup ~Delivery Available at:
UNH Field House
Equipment Room
From 4:004:30
. See Jack French for
further details

Hearty Sandwiches
Q•ality Steaks, Seafockl A Prime Rib
CASUAL DRESS
~
NO RESERVATIONS NEEDED
L•ach aacl Diaaer Seryed Daily
Lounge Open Until Legal Closing

749·4S8S

The ·i-ong Run
Everything for the casual to the
competitive runner

' 138 North Main Street
Concord, New Hampshire

~

•fllllJTt:S

,.,11._____~

~

!Jl.eliJ,:ted mining '

[unche«i 12·2 Tues· Fri
'IJinner 6·9 'fUCS·'fhuts 6·10 Fri·Sill
Mas'tcr Charsc American Ell press

Visa

16 Thir<J Street Dover, N.H.

/
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UNH ART SUPPLY SM

- reaory
G
e
. GREGORY
continued from page 3

. \Uhfl'e~

@
PAUL CREA11VE ARIS crR. ROOMZIO_
mJ SUPPLIES FDR E.VERtBDDY ·
OPEN 8AM-'t:2.0 PM PHONc 8C2..-.l~3G

AUNtVERS'rrY_~WtfD NCH ~If frelLITV

The Russian, Asian, and other
flus do not plague their namesake
countries, he said, but are given
their names because "every time
they get ready to program you
against somebody, there's a
disease named after them."
And, he said, World War II and
Vietnam had no idealistic ends.
"They were wars to replace you
as a work force.
"Ever wonder .why all the stuff
you use is manufactured by a
country we defeated?" he asked.
To illustrate his point he inspected his own outfit: shoes
from West Germany, a watch
macte m Tokyo, ana a ztpper from
Taiwan.
He recoiled in mock horror and
the audience roared with a laugh
of recognition, one of many

learned Amin's troops were
trained in Fort Worth, according
to Gregory. And eight days after Lyndon
Jo~nson told Cronkite he didn't
beheve the Warren Commission's
findings on ~ennedy's death, the
former President died.
Johnson:s comments were
never aired, Gregory said.
Finally, he said, in 1962 polio
shots were contaminated with a
carcinogen and the government
has only admitted that to
Gregory after he sent telegrams
about it to President Jimmy Garter and HEW Secretary Joseph
Califano.
''They don't care about you and
the sooner you understand
that..." he said, pausing as
though in frustration.
"You can turn it around" he
said. several times. People 'have
to let the "bunch of degenerate
pimps" in charge of us know that
we're not going to let them deCide
when to end it all with the bomb.

laughs throughout the lively
speech.
After an ominous clicking
overhead when the microphone
went dead he looked to the ceiling
and asked, "I& that you, Lord? I
figured if the Lord ever appeared
on my ass it would be in New
Hampshire," he said to the
audience.
One of Gregory's biggest concerns is the King-Kennedy
assassinations.
Instead
of
glossing over and denying the
strange elements of the killings,
said Gregory, "they ought to get
a committee for coincidences."
He wishes newsman Walter
Cronkite would wink at the
audience. when telling a government to he to elue us in.
Gregory can spot a coincidence
a mile away. this fall's massive
railroad strike began two days
before
the
King-Kennedy
hcaring.3 did, and crn:lt:tl dftt:r Ute
hearings concluded, he said.
People st~pped talking about
Ugandan dictator Idi Amin's
pesecution of dissidents after we
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THE TRADITIONAL LOOK

RETURNS 1 ~1 ~
With the

ALPS
Peter Cole presents another fantastic · multi-media
slide show. Peter's excellent photographic ability
guides us through a \isual journey of his expedition
to the Alps during the summer of 1978.

When: Tues. Nov. 21
Where: Granite State Rm.

Time: 7:30 p.m.

MlJB

Admission!

NIIOC members H.50
·:·:·:·:·:·
Non-members H. 7n
·:·:·:·:·:·
,,,.,.... . .
······••·•·
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THE NATURAL LOOK

THE PERM LOOK

You'll look better with a_
Greaf6X" precision haircut I
Whatever look is you - you'll look better with a '
Great "X" Precision haircut. Great X's method
of pre~ision cutting means we cut and shape
your hair from the "inside out" so it looks
better longer. Great X als_!> specializes in perms,
coloring, frosting and conditioning all at reasonable prices. Come into Great "X" today and
see how much better you'll look tomorrow.

IN THE
BOWLING CENTER
PROPER DRESS REQUIRED

NORSEMEN LOUNGE

PRECISION HAIRCUTTERS

®

Seven days a week at
the Newington Mall and
The Mall of New H·a mpshire
14•
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two yard line.
UNH ten five minutes later was
The loss was that much tougher
all UMass needed for its second
for
the Wildcats to take when
touchdown.
the news that Connecticut had
"We got a few breaks," said
UMass coach Bob Pickett. "But upset URI, 31-6 came in. A UNH
no breaks make the difference win would have given the Wildcats
a shot at the playoffs.
in a ballgame.''
"Yeah, it hurts," sighed Bowes.
The UMass defense gave the
Wildcats virtually nothing (27 "We had our chance but we didn't
yards) on the ground and only do it. We could have been in the
75 yards in the air. The Minutemen playoffs, from what I understand.''
Bowes found some consolation,
forced two fumbles and picked
' however.
off four passes.
"We had five freshmen in
McEvilly fired two touchdown
passes while Dennis Den_t, the there," he said referring to the
tiny (5'6) tailback with blazing injury situation which has given
speed, scored two more. Fullback younger players the chance to get
Hank "The Tank" Sareault game experience. "We'll be
rammed home another from the back."

Football
FOOTBALL
continued from page 20

were scored on drives that began
in UNH territory. · A 37-yard run
from scrimmage by· quarterback
Mike McEvilly on UMass's first
possession set u~ the first score
from the seven.
Chris Pinter's fumble on the

ECAC
continued from page 19
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Brown lost only three players
but under first year coach Paul
Schilling should face a -tough
o3Cao3on. Though '5trong fruu1 Utt:

blueline in <All-American goalie
Jim Laycock and defensive
stalwart Mike Mastrullo), they
lack the scoring punch up front.
The Big Red could well be in
the same plight as Harvard, Northeastern and Vermont, where
losses of key personnel have hurt
and the inexperience could hurt
even more. Cornell coach Dick
Bertand bid farewell to 13 varsity
members at graduation and must
depend on All-American forward
Lance Nethery (23-60-83) to keep
the Big Red out of the red.
While Harvard has gained in
talent and experience (especially
up front and in the goaltending
slot where it is needed most),
Northeastern has suffered with
the loss of Scott Gruhl to the
Canadien junior leagues. For
head coach Fern Flaman, as with
UNH coach Charlie Holt, "it's a
matter of how we can get the
defense lined up."
Vermont, St. Lawrence and
Princeton should fight it out in
the lower ranks as lowly Colgate,
probably the only real hurting
squad in the east, will wallow
about the muck at the bottom.

_

TASTE.....'
IT'S A WORD 'OF MOUTH
'\

r

Sus!enonce, Merriment and~ Cheer at~

Q8EfEATtIEQ8
On The Upper Square, Dover • 7 49-0483
& In The Center of North Conway Village • 356-2687

•
18

RING MAN
COMING

er
CORDUROY JEANS.

$9.95

FLARES

BOOT CUT
STRAIGHT LEGS
WAIST 29-42

FRYE1

MENS AND LADIES' BOOTS
SPECIAL

$49 .95

VALUES

TO
$80:00

ST~RTS

_F RI., NOV. 24th THRU SUN., NOV. 26th

Nov. 29&30
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
in the MUB lobby
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-editorial------A righteous wr8th
It was an enraged and incredulous Student
Caucus that met Sunday night.
The target of the Caucus' righteous wrath.' was
Vice President for Student Affairs Richard
Stevens,
Student Body President Randy
Schroeder, and their recommendations on a new
system of student governance.
And Stevens, Schroeder and their proposal
couldn' t have deserved it more.
The proposal was to be Stevens's and
Schroeder's final - recommendations to UNH
President Mills on a new student government.
Fortunately, Stevens and Schroeder had agreed
to show their recommendations to · the Caucus
before passing them on to Mills for his OK.
Even more fortunately, the Caucus saw
Stevens's and Schroeder's warped proposal for
what ·it is: an end to any viable form of student
government at the University of New Hampshire.
And they tore it to shreds.
The Caucus was understandably upset with
Stevens and Schroeder. A list of recommenda_tions .. ·
on governance, which the Caucus is.sued last month,
called for the establishment of a strong legislative branch of government.
Stevens and Schroeder had pledged to take the ·
Caucus's suggestions into -consideration. Instead,
they all but ignored them.
The Stevens-Schroeder - system calls for a
_legislative Student Senate that would operate only
at the whim of the Student Body President. Yet
Stevens and Schroeder had the audacity to call a
senate over which the student body president
would have total, unassailable veto power a
"check and balance."
Even more surprising, the absolute power

Stevens. and Schroeder would give the student
body president would in effect be no power at all;
for Stevens himself would have final r-eview over
any student government action.
The Student Caucus hand1Pd itsPlf wP11 in thP
face of these proposals. Instead of ranting and
raving, the group chose to take a determined,
step-by-step discussion of the proposal.
Their problems with the document were so
numberous, in fact, that it took three hours to get
through the first four pages.
What Stevens and Schroeder had in mind
·when they put their recommendations together is
tough to fathom.
.
Schroeder said he thought the Caucus wanted a
strong student president. He gave them a dic.tator. And, in light of the Caucus recommen- ·
·_dation for a strong legislative branch, it's tough to
see how Schroeder became so badly misled in the ·
fi~tpb~.

why he offers us the shell of a government rather
than the real thing.
And while student-government initiatives could
still go on to Mills, Stevens is leaving himself one
hPll of

.::i

~.vrgnch to thro'"'' into the works l'vhenevc1

he sees fit.
None of this is new to Stevens-watchers on
-campus. He started the semester by appointing
mmself Dean of Students. Next he started messing
with the Off-Campus Housing Office's funding,
putting OCHO's future in jeopardy. And Stevens
-may also be behind the proposal that the Student
Activity Tax fall out of students' hands and into
the jurisdiction of the Office of Student Activities,
a satellite of Stevens's Student-Affairs Office.
By doing away with a separate dean of students position, Stevens cut down on the students' voice
within the administration. By possibly killing
OCHO, he's preventing commuter students from
organizing and becoming a viable political force
on campus.
And now, with the - governance- proposal,
Stevens has tried to swing the final blow: putting
student government itself into his ba-ck pocket.
Stevens and Schroeder Sunday night agreed to
meet with yet another Caucus committee to improve their recommendations. We can only hope
for the best.
But if Stevens continues on his prese~t track-with Schroeder in tow--we'll have to rely on the
continued awareness and responsibility of the
Student Caucus.
The issue of real student power on campus is at
stake here, and the Caucus's vigilance may be our
last chance to preserve it.

-

One possibility is Dick Stevens, a clearly am-bitious administrator whp has been empirebuilding--at the students' expense--since th¢
semester began.
· Stevens is a convincing talker and a fast thinker
who may have won Schroeder's compliance :during their deliberations. For, while the pair's
pro~ seems unlikely for any student to endorse:
it clearly shows Stevens' s mark.
· .
Stevens says he only wants· to check over wh~t· .
the student government does to assure that .it
poesn't goof up. And anything he won't approve, ·
·
"he says, can still be tak~n to President Mills.
If Stevens is really approaching the governance
issue with the opinion that s·tudents need their·.
hands held every step of the way, it's easy to see.-

Letters---------'Mel-Practice'
To the Editor:
I want -lo thank you and your staff
for reporting the fact that "Mel-Practice" is now available at the UNH
Bookstore. Although Erik Jacobsen's
article was a generally accurate report

of the situation, I do feel the need to
mention the following in ~n effort to
clariry some misunderstanding which
has been brought to my attention.
First. it was reported that.'.;I was unaware of Stevenson's decision not to
carry the book in September until I
read about it in The> New Hampshire . "
This is not an accurate quote: My statement to Erik Jacobsen wa·s : "I was not
aware of Stevenson's reasons not to
carry the book until after his interview
with The New Hampshir<". i' knew of
the decision not to carry the book back
in August but with the assumption that
the denii!l was based on .criteria such

GO'l'y Langer
E-ditor-in-Chief
Dana Jennings Managing Editor
Cheryl Portaluppi Business Manager
Kate McClare
News Editors
Paul Keegan
Tom Lynch
Sports Editor
Faith Backus
Arts Editor
Dave LaBianca Photo Editor
Kevin Lynds
Advertising Manager

the
new
hampshire·
ld1toriol Assisto111

G1nr1y Moyturn

Start l?eporters

Jen111ter Grant
Betr, Aibert
Gerry Miles
Lauren Dill

l?eporters

Dono A. Benson
Amy Bristol
Nancy Carbonneau
Fred Corter
Gory Crosson
Yvette Doty
f?osol1e H. Davis
Porn Doy
Brendon DuBoli_
Louro Flynn_
Rnchel Gagne
lJovid Gruller
Pete Hearne
Lee Hui:isaker
Erik Jacobsen
More Lavertu
Louro Locke
Nancy Maculiewicz
Barbara Molone
Judi Paradis
Kendra Maroon
Barbaro Scott
Kathi Scrizzi
Lisa Thurau

Photogropt1ers

as space constraints, unknown publisher, humor book and at that time, no
knowledge of potential sales.
Secondly, I was quoted: "Maier said
Intervale and the NHCLU are "delighted" the Bookstore decided to carry
the book after all." I did not make that
statement. The fact is that I have no
idea how lnlervale and the NHCLU feel
at this point and have not heard from
either one.
I<'inally, the tone of the article and
your editorial strongly indicated that
the Bookstore bent to pressure created
by Mr. Chapman's letter. Thal letter
was addressed to me and copied to Mr.

.Jon Brubocher
,'oh". Colligan
. :.·._i qc.:JyHull
l<.LJren ·J anos
lotnLeone
Jell McAllister
JerivNoples
f:lobl?oklan
L1 ~0 Winch.e ster
f:lurbaro Walsh

Copy~d1tor

B_ridgel Corr

Copy Readers

Elly Campagne
Donna Funterol
GundiGollob
Nancy Loeb
Claudia Nesmith
Caihy Podhorn
Sharon Pigula
Andrea Sachs
Robin Von Norman
Marcella Wood

Ad PrOduction
Manager
PrOduc hons Slaff

Stevenson. It was not a threat of a lawsuit as much as it was a ehallenge directed ·'. to my values about the
constitutional guarantee of freedom of
the press and acedemic freedom. Perhap~ Mr. Chapman did not realize
that Mr, ,Stevenson and I did not share
the same values in this situatjon. In
any event, "Mel-Practice" is available, not only to please you, nofin response to any advice from anyone and
not to avoid a lawsuit which was pending back in September. It is there because Mr. Chapman questioned John
Maier on a value that he, you, and I as
well. as many others hold very dear
and I find it very rewarding personally
that I could respond to his well written
letter the way I did. Thank you for
printing this letter.
John Maier

We will be accepting further
donations up until this Friday m/17l.
If you knew Mike and would still like to express your concern, otl)_eP' than
through the Memorial Bible Fund, the
family would greatly appreciate
hearing from you and just how you
knew Mike.
Letters can be sent to either myself
and I will forward them or directly to
the Ducharmes. Please take time to
write and show that you care.
Steven D. Webber
Stillings Box 1397
Durh~m, NH 03824
Bruno Ducharme
348 Hedge Rd.
Pelham, NH 03076

Editor's note: The second quote
mentioned by Maier was stated
by Intervale Vice President
Andrew Mayer, not Maier. The
name was misprinted.

Prouuctions Associate.

Koren Freedman

Advertising Associates

Jim Corie
Gor(Jon Colby

Circulation Manager

Mike Deutsch

Stoff lypists

CorPn Feldstein
:>ue W1:<ssels

Typists

Accounts Manager

Lori Batcheller
Dionne Boutwell
Kathleen Drew
Jeanette Engle
Cindy Heath
Nancy Loeb
Sieve D'Alonzo

Billing Secretory

Vincent Plogenzo

Thanks
To the Editor:
We would like to express our sincere
thanks t.o all those who donated to the
Michael A. Ducharme Memorial Bible
Fund. A total of $97.00 was collected
and given to offset the cQsls of the New
Testaments distributed to the 1',reshmen this year.

.·

Prisoner
To the Editor:
I am a young man currently confined in the U.S. Penite;1tiarv at Terre
Haute, Indiana. As I am to be released
to your area in the very near future,
and I have no friends or relatives in
the immediate area of Durham T
would like to establish some friendships before my release so that it
might hasten the transition from institutional life to living in a normal social
environment.
Paul A. Hughes
· P.O. Box 33 33203-138
Terre Haute, Ind. 47808

' about letters·

The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor·· and
prints them as space allows, b11t cannot guaGntee the inclusioP ·of any
letter..
·
!
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500 wordc; ira!
order to be printed. All letters are subje. -~ t•) m1~or. editing._. Final cioo.i'sioir.
on letters are the editor's. '
·
.
·. · · ·:
Main letters to: The Editor, The New Hamp ..;;hlr•'. Room 15.1 Memor,al
Union Building, UNH, Durliam, N.H. 03824.
'

·cafherine Tully
rvlarlho Chamberlin
Carolynn Duffus
Anne Langloi s
Katherin Mattern
l ydio Staab
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The New Hampshire
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Needs responsible and dedicated
students to fill the following paid
positions forBemester II, 1978-79
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L
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•
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,*Ad Production Manager

•

•
•••
f•
••
:

i•
•

*Managing Editor *News Editors (2)

•
-tc

f•
-tc

*Arts Editor

*Billing Secretary

Application forms are available in room 151 of, the MUB
- __Deadline for applying is Dec. 1, 1978
.
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Ann Cochran:
Keeps the culture coming
By Brendan DuBois
The committee is_ made up of
lf you have ever attended a three department chairmen, faculty
Celebrity Series program, or members, students, Cochran, and
phoned the Information Center at · other persons involved with the
the MUB, or looked through your arts, such as the head of the
Caboodle for an important piece of university galleries.
information, then Ann Cochran

like to reach the point where the
performing arts is also considered
entertainment.
"Some people think," she said,
"that if it's cultural, it's hard to
take. I would like to have students

I

has helped you out in somo way.

Ann Cochran's official position
at the Student Activities Office is
Assistant Director of Program
· Information Services. But the title
doesn't adequately explain her job.
"In that position," Cochran said,
"my job is to collect information
for the Student Handbook and edit
it for the Caboodle. I also supervise the Information Center, and
my office puts out the semester
opening newspaper, Roundabout.''
However, Cochran has an additional responsibility. She is executive secretary of the Cultural
· Events Committee, which sponsors
the Celebrity Series and other
artistic events. As executive
secretary, Cochran administers
the series and help~ schedule it.
She meets every week with the
committee, and they discuss who
should schedule what event for
what time.
·

"We talk on the one hand about
entertainment, and on another about
performing arts. Some people think
that if it~s cultural, it's hard to take.
I would like to have students feel
that the arts is entertainment."
~ I

"The main busin~ of a University is education," Cochran said.
"My prime thesis i& that a college
concert administrator has to be
an educator.
"We talk on one hand about
entertainment, and on another
about performing arts. We would

feel the arts is entertainment ' '
Cochran started- working as a
secretary at the University, · and
under the Student Affairs reorganization five years ago, she
became assistant director of
program information services.
"At first " she said "I was
only respo~sible for advertising
cultural events. " But now, her
job. has grown, along with its
responsibilities.
An example of her responsibility
was her work with the Twyla
Tharp Dance Company.
" We <the Cultural Events
Committee ) knew for a couple
of years that we wanted to bring
them here, but the company was
so much in demand we couldn't
get them at first.

//

' 'Our names were first on the
waiting list for this year," she said.
Afterwards, Cochran said, she
has to go on the phone and haggle
over the contract, and she tries
to help with the arrangements.
" I just set everything up and

~\.

"My,prime thesis is that a college concert administrator has

to be an educator," says Ann Cochran, Assistant Director of
Program Information Services. <Robert Bauer photos)
try to make them feel comfortable.
The Twyla Tharp manager was
very good, and they all were very
well-adjusted people.
"I think the Twyla Tharp dancers
were real neat people," Cochran
said. "They were incredibly professional , they knew their craft
well, and they weren't• complainers. "
Since Cochran is involved in
two areas, she has two budgets
to deal with. Her budget fQr her
information services <not countiq.g
salaries ) was $23,000, while the
budget for cultural events was
$6.5,000. She said the money comes
from gener al UNH funds. She
also applies for _g rants.
She also said even though the
Cultural
Events
Committee
charges admission, very rarely
do they break even.
Cochran also has two assistants,
Pat Winzeler and Denise Brown,

and on Nov. 16 a third assistant
will be hired. They help her with
both areas of her job.
Even though Cochran admits
she often seems a bit harried and
under pressure while trying to
schedule events, she loves her job.

"I really enjoy working with
the Cultural Events Committee
to bring a well-balanced program
to the Univ ersity," she said, " one
that's exciting and that includes
high caliber artists. I enjoy working
with students , and I enjoy every
aspect of my job--i t's an exciting
business, because we 're bringing
artists we 've read about, heard
about, and seen on television, to
campus ."
But there's always an occasional
bad moment.
"Nothing destroys me more than
a bad performance, " she said,
" it's so uncomfortable, so the
most important thing is to select.
and select well. "

The joy of fasting, or h<Jw not.to' get extra credit
By Barbie Walsh

ounce servings of V-8 juice along
While visions of strawberry,
with limitless glasses of water. I boysenberry and biueberry yogurt
savored every slurp of V-8 juice danced in my head.
throughout the day, imagining
Like an anxious kid on Christthat it was a spicy Bloody Mary.
mas morn,
I was on the verg~ of attack
I awoke excited and starving at
whenever I saw anyone with food. the crack of dawn.
It wasn 't fair--if I had to starve I
I threw on some clothes and out
wanted company.
the door I flew,
Having had at least 30 glasses
Down to Community Market
of water since Monday I was for a yogurt or two.
bored with the cold variety and
I grabbed a Boysenberry
began to drink it lukewarm or
wiih ice cubes for a different ef- yogurt and raced back to my
feet.
apartment with my treasure. My
My attention span for studying tastebuds were in ecstasy. I
(never very long anyway ) savorea each spoonful and did not
rapidly decreased. I could not waste a drop.
help but think of food . Being an
I now felt like a water addict
M&M fanatic I craved just one-- chugging glasses at a time to
just one tiny little M&M.
drown my stomach's gurgles of
I pleaded with my roomie to anguish.
buy a pack of M&M 's and let me
Sensing it was a losing battle
· have one teeny weeny M&M but my
stomach soon
ceased
to no avail. She had no sympathy groaning.
Thursday 's menu consisted of
for her starving roommate.Wednesday I could eat again. I three ounces of bran and water.
was allowed two cups ·of yogurt.
Being the last day of this four-day
Refrains from the old holiday tummy torture I felt like I was on
tune kept running through my the verge of an incredible victory
dizzy head:
'
/ and a massive munch-out.
'Twas the night before yogurt
After this quadruple purging of
and all through the house
my polluted system , did I feel
Lij
Not a creature was stirring ex- healthier? Well, ... wiser? Yes!
.
_
cept f<;>r my_ul)h.ap.py s.torpach . . . N~xi .tin:ie .I. w9nt .to . bring .up. a ··.·
. ,'. ·..·.: : . . :.:J.". -._. : .· . .: .. : .-·. .: .." ·. ;: .. J.~s.·~o.ssip.g . attd.t.µprt:l\gJ!f.mY . ·: gratj~r iQ.'.pn~· ..6! ._hly:<~nilfs:e!(. pJ·..'~:
fo~}~~~Y-~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~=-~ ~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~.~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-•t•.•.•.•.•t•.•.•.~~·~
· ··~
· ·~
· ~·~
· ·~
· :~·~
·~
- ~··~
· ··~-~
· ~,. · .·bed. · -~~ · :~. - ~ · > ·~ ~ ( ' •: , . · ·. · : 'Ond~rl~a~et~etfidd !: · .· · · ~ · · ~ ~

Some students may cheat, use
bribery, or do drugs to bring up
their grades, but I decided to use
the four-day starvation method.
I planned to cleanse my system
with water, recording the results
in order to do an extra credit
paper for my nutrition course.
After brutally polluting my
system during the three-day
weekend, I was psyched to begin
the four-day fast.
The first day consisted of
water, water and more water.
Needless to say the trips to the
bathroom were every hour on the hour.
My
stomach,
sensing
something ridiculous going on.
growled in protest all day .
After a long day of class.es
Monday I arrived home to find
my roommate making home
fries. I was ravenous with hunger
and quickly chugged three
glasses of water.
Being the gourmet ~nef that
she is, my roomie aided in killing
my appetite. She fried the
potatoes to a delicate crisp-similar to a charcoal texture.
Tuesday morning I awoke to
the grunts of my outraged
stomach and made a dash for the
refrigerator. For my sustenance
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The Ohto Players play .it iigairi
Bv Barbara Malone
The Ohio Players' new album ·
"Jass A Lay Dee" offers six
tracks of unadulterated funkadel- ia, all of which is very danceable
though the album shies away
from disco.
"Funk O Nots," the first tune
on side one, opens with a close
encounter-like synthesizer attack
which breaks into a funky beat
sustained by very basic drum and
bass parts and ·by short, punchy
hom lines, all of which give the
song its flair.
This and other tunes on the
album give evidence to the band's
reliance on the soul format made
famous by James Brown, the
Father ot Soul. This format ts
centered around a two note guitar
riff strumtfied throughout the
song, as well as soul shouts and
a fairly basic rhythmic development. The Ohio Players have updated

this sound by adding a heavy
synthesizer section consisting of
Hammond B3 Organ the Hohner
D6 Clavinet, the Arp Oddyssey
Synthesizer and the Arp String
Ensemble, which adds to the funky
nature of their music.
Stevie Wonder's influence is
also present on the cut "Sleep
Walkin." It is a very vocal nwnber
that relies on a mixture of talking
and singing, combined again with
lots of synthesization. Out of all
the numbers on the album this
one is the most strongly geared .
to be an rand b top forty hit.
The title track "Jass A Lay
Dee" is probably the weakest
cut on the whole album as it
relles on too much talk ana not
enough music. It could have been
a lot better had some more interesting vocals arid diverse horn
lines been involved.
"Not Enuff," a cut on side two;
is a smooth, laid back number

otner groups 111<.e ~artn, wma
and Fire, with their imaginative
vocal and horn orchestrations· ·
have taken the funk soul format
further than the Ohio Players
have managed to do on this
album.

Social grunting is nol for the birds
(From the term project of a Communications
Major who procrastinated until the night
before it was due, then spewed forth this
opus from the depths of a caffein high ... )

arts&

that sassily intersperses sexual
innuendo and jive talkin'. This
works well up until a point but
falls apart when too much
dependence on the refrain develops. It is redeemed, however,
when the song neatly segues into
"Shoot Yer Sot" and really takes
off, working indepengently from
the preceeding number but also
sounding like a rearra!_lged,
double-timed version of "Not
Enuff." ,
·Unfortunately, this replay of the
original hit only serves to remind
the listener that The Ohio Players
are no longer as funky as they .
once were.

entertaininent

T&AVAA
1) Name the police officers in Car 54 Where Are You?
2) What turned Dr. Bruce Banner into the incredible Hulk? 3) What was The Moody Blues first American hit?.

4)Who played the villain in the Bogart movie, "The Maltese
Falcon?"
5) What was the name of George Jetson's wife on . the
Jetsons7
·
·
6) Name the original members of The Monkees.
7) Who played Waverly on "The Man from U.N.C.L.E. 7"
8) Name Ralph Bakshi' s four films prior to the Lord of the
~
Rings.
. . 9) Who created the Shadow?
10) Who wrote "The Maltese Falcon"?

1

SITUATION NUMBER 2:
1. O.T. (Initial Oink Tr~nsmission): "OlnkauauauvH /F1JlfSVQ (OI
oinka-oink?" ,
1uv-'911amxvw (6
(I feel groady, but I know you don't want . ~
,,sp.JVZJM,,
to hear about it, so I am politely asking
puv Uptsuoo:J,, ' :JJfJV-'L liavaH,, ',,JV:J olfJ ZJJ-'3" (fl
you how you are even though I don't givellO-'-'V:J ·9 oa1 (.L.
a tinker's cuss.)
zua{oa
O.F. (Oink Feedback): "Oinka-oinka-oink?"
lia:>f:JJW puv :>f-'OL -'oJod 'lfJ!WSaN [oVlf:J!W 'sauo[ liaava (9
(Oh, give me a break. I feel GREAT. My
auv/(£
boyfriend just dropped me for my brother
1aa.J1sua;;u9 liaupJ5 (fl
and I've got terminal cellulite 'on my inner
moN 09(£'
thighs. But I'll be courteous and brave. I'm
sliv.J vwwv9 (Z
just fine.)
uoop1nw 'd spuv.Jj puv lipoo1-'attJUn9 s.Ja:JJJJo (I
Social Grunting is cross-cultural. The only
:s.Jamsuv olfL
difference between cul tu res is that the oinks
have accents .' It is the most economic, easily
learned language, which any linguist can
transcribe in his sleep.
·
I would propose that instead of spending
time and money inventing a new universal
language like Esperanto, we use the one
we've already got.
It fills the need we all have to be ambiguous in this ·ambiguous world and saves
millions of toes daily from being painfully_ _
WUNH-FM STEREO 91.3 "FREE WAVES"
WEEKLY PROGRAM LISTINGS
crushed.

1
"H'h
1 oweryou.?"

11

"F'meanyou.?" 2

Social Grunting fills the void left between
Body Language and Blunt Truth. Take, for example, the above exchange
between two people passing on the sidewalk.
As they approach, the possibility of confrontation increases between these -two people,
who, in this case, are acquainted, if not
mildly, then distantly. Or intimately.
Person one, -who in this case is the initiator
and aggressor, since he is the first one to
speak, anyway, says, "Oink." This is called
the Initial Oink Transmission.
But what he really means is, "Don't infringe on my troughspace, chump."
Person two, who in this case, is second,
thereby putting him on the defensive, says,
"Oin(" which really means, "I don't care a
bean about you or your trough space, I
know you don't care about mine. I'm only
passing through the pen, anyway, turkey."
This is called Oink Feedback.

11

WUNH Program guide

1. "Oinka-oinka-oink."
2. Ibid. ,,

WUNH is a,lmost entirely student run, so due to the upcomingThanksgiving break we will cancel our regular special programming for
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday. This does not mean we will be off the air, ;
it just means that our programming will be mostly rock and jazz for those
three days, and our on-air hours will be reduced. If you will be in the area, it
will be an interesting time to listen as almost anything can happen. We will
be back on regular schedule Sunday morning.
LP COMPLETES, EVERY EVENING AT MIDNIGHT

TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THANKSGIVING
FRIDAY
SATURDA y
SUNDAY
MONDAY

Doc and Merle Watson, "Look Away"
King of Hearts, "Cl<;>se, but no Guitar"
Your guess is as good as mine.
Ultravox; "Systems of Romance"
Matthews, "S.tealfo"Home"
Jesse Colin Young, "American Dreams."
Dire Straits, "Dire Straits"

Ian

SPECIAL PROGRAMS THIS WEEK

TUESDAY

6-8 p.m.
8-11 p.m.

Evening Classical Concert
Jazz, mainstream style wjth
Gene Franceware

WEDNESDAY

6-8p.m.
8p.m.on

Evening Classical Concert
Beginning of vacation schedule.

SUNDAY

6-9 a.m.
9-noon
12-3p.m.
3-6p.m.
6-9p.m.
9-lOp.m.

Morningstar music. Christian progressive
Public Affairs with Marc Strauss
Rock and Roll with Russ Dumont
Traditional music with Jack Beard
All-star jazz with Curt McKail
King Biscuit Flower Hour. Live music
from the Doobie Brothers
Oldies but Goodies program with
Marshall Miller

10-mrCJ.

--

~·-::

MONDAY

6-Sp.m.
8-lOp.m.
10-11 p.m.

Evening Classical Concert
Bluegrass with Cuzin' Richard
Sherlock Holmes Radio Drama

PA~~
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Dover Auto
Supply

STUDENTS

Trustee hill
TRUSTEE BILL
continued from page 1

cept of the bill, but "would like
to see the specifics.
"Any method which mvo1ve~ i:t
greater number of students
would be desirable," Morse said.
"My view on this point has been
that the student trustee ought to
be selected by students in
whatever way students feel is appropriate."
Lessard said his bill would
have the student trustee elected
in April to ~erve as trustee-elect
until Spetember. The trusteeelect would then have the sum-

YOU ARE INVITED
Main St. Durham

868-2791

To a meeting of the Student Affairs Committee
of the University System Board of Trustees, in the
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room of the MUB on
Tuesday, Nov. 28, at 4:00 p.m ..

S & K Tool Sets

mPr to !;lttond board

Pre-Christmas Specials!

This committee is responsible for student welfare
on all the University System campuses, and is
truly interested in doing its job to its best ability.
This m~eting is- open to the public and you are
strongly urged to attend.

COME SEE OUR FINE SELECTION.
Master Charge

Visa

Personal Checks
I

ss•s+MSFSSS

4«t&>sfW(§:sssssssssssss¥

-------classified

cars for sal~

111 11;.: ar<'a. lull kiti:ht•n a1u1 lllih· 1111 .. .,..1w1l.
$11~> n111 pht,.. utilitil'!-' l'all l\1•\·i11 .it !142
ll:.!t:1;1'1t•r II p .m . l:! ;I\

l!lfifi \ .. \\. Fa dory huilt l'ampin;! ,·an. l'oldout hP1I. lal1ll' •:ahinl'I spm'l'. 11"1'-llP rooL
$4itHI l'llg. \\or!.. wilh 2.0<KI milt•s. fi.tMMI mi.

t~;; 1t1;~·.'11·~11 ~111111r~:~~ 1r:~~;~'.- ~;:~:1~·rl1~ s~:-:~·,~\~':/:,'11/,{

sellin;i to hrl'ak <'\'t•n. '.\likl' l\li:'. 1·1w1. 11 ·:! I
l!li:i Fl .\T 1:!1 SPllHT. :>-sp. on•rdr. 22 mpg .
l'omhim·d. -I m•w Mil'hl;'Jin!'<. lo\\ original
milea;..:1·. lll'Pds onl~· minor n·parr. t'n"inc
"rt•.at -pt•pp_,._ $ lll'''l1!iahle. nn1!'<t sdl. (·all
~rank. 1-12-:-,0111. r271
l!liO HEil )It "S'I'.\:\(; ( 'fl'\\'EBTIHl.E.
whill• intl'rior. ori~inal !1 cyli1111Pr :1:-1t l'ngi1w.
rt'l'l'nl hmh· \\ork. Ill'\\' lirPs. :\1\1 Fl\1 stcn•o .
Ill-st Olfri· . l'all or sto1> h~- -< arril'. l\li!!!17!1:!. lll'lzd :!J-I 12/ J
1-'0H S .\l .E : '" ('1\:\l .\IW. ('Xl'l'lll'nl cond lion. 11!1"1 mi . \ '!!. lots of opt1011!'<. l'all Kathy.
-l:lli-1\!!-U or .n1; i'fK17. 11 · 21
\'01.\·o I:!:! I' \HTS for sale . Bims . glass.
doon;, st•als. :tl'l'l'ssorit•s. :\II \·pry good con dition. n•;uh· to go. Man.1· nllwr parts
a1·ailahlt• l'all Brucl' l\ti!l-:-1:1 1:1 ht•fon• !I a .m .
11 :!~
l!li:i \ "\\ II \SllEH. Front wh . drin•. -I door. w;igon . a11tn111atic. power sh•t•nng. no rust.
l'Xl't•ill'lll l'OIHI. . 4!1.!HMI mi . $:!!1!1'1 . .J:lli-;};)21.
11 / 21\
l!li I To_\ ota ( ·ormw. in good l'ondit ion . 1futomat ie. :\:'II FM. m·w tirl''-. 110.0IHJ mill's.
Lots ol lifr ldl, hook \ahll' $221MI. Ncl'd
morn·\· and \\'ill sell for $1 .:~IKI or l11•st offer.
('all l)m·1·r 7-l:l :mim after ,'i: m or \\l'<.'kends .
1211:.!
Ill'\'. ' i:! l<1•11a11lt I:!. -I-door . automatic transmis!'<1on. :\:\I FM radio. :-i1uM10 miles. good
r:uli ;1 b. good body. asking $1:l1Ml.OO. Can
111.w,_!oliall•. ('all H611-225!J lt·m·p a llK~-;;1gl' . 12/ 1
Saah l!lii l·::\IS. sunroof. AM 1'1\1 Casi-;t•lte.
:\lint I 'ondilion. ;\lust sl'll to ;..:o lo graduate
"d11111I. (;n ·;1t car!! 7-1:!-fi:.!-l!l. I I 21
\IEW 'l·:IH·:s lil-l!IO l'. no rust. ~XC('llt•nt
,..1Jap1·. nms '' l'll. Ill'\\' 1-;uhals and mufflt>r.
~I llKI •Jr h.11. :!O';'-:IH-t-:i!lli:.! alll'r :i. I:.! 12
' l!li'K llh(,111ohil1• Starrin· llatc-hh:ll'k. sports
mocl1•I . m;1111· t•xt ra V-li ~' s1w1·d ,\,.1-.ing $:1!1!15.
c 'all tili.J i'7!1:i or i'-12-!1/I:l. Ask lur 1-:lll'n.121;;
1 1

0

0

:.;~;;~ 1 ~~~~7:: '1 ·:1 iii:11~~,.K~· :~ ;ai;· ·s:1:~~~~. ~:;:::
1

har. no rust. hlll'll!>< '.\I 1 011. :!l'L'Cn will1
l·~•!d' dnd top. tad1. tour spt't•tl. dqwn~ 
;ihh'. 11s!'d dailv . Must ~<t·ll: hcM1ks for $!17:-i.
asKlll;.! ~.1"'· ''Irr takt' ~~"' · I '.oil U4i-lllll!1 in
Portsmouth. I:! I
-.w;I\·

for sah"
.. H\'E !;OflTS-Sizt' 11 1 . \\"Ullll'n's . 1-:xl'l'llc•11t
c·omlillon. onh· worn a h'\1 lim1·,. •hM1swnll•.
lligh ,..1rp 1111s. ht•i;.!l'. 11ri~!111.il Slrl . st'lling for
$-la or fl('!><I olfrr. :\ll'I. "!·• Snit!. !Uill-!17!1a.
ll i:!l
.\ IHIW TO llfll.I> I~..; \'111'1\ 11.\~I>: Bah\·
Z1•hra Fi1wlw!>< , ·01111;! 1'111111;.!h lo •1aml l;1111c.
I 's11all~· !'I:;. 11m1· S.i. Hl>l: :!:!:!fl 11 :!I

uo111.nu

11 c;oosi-: 110\\' hll-l1•n;!th j;1(' kl't. 1;ood n1nd11ion h11I dcH'·-11 lit ml'. llhll'.
$lilt: 1·all llfi:.' :.!filNi. :\sk lor \l;1rh. l:! 1I:.!

"II""

Fill! S\l.E : om• !><l'I ol
tin'S. !'<iZl'
117111-1. hr;111d lll'\\' \\'llhotrl nr11,._12 ·B

Pk1t-so' flit ( 'Ol ' l'l.E \\ .\:\Tl·:ll To
Sll .\llE lllll 'SE IN Portsmouth\\' l'Otrpll'.
Hl'nl $J:!:-1 1110. plus 11til. $12'1 !'<Pl'llrity
dl'pos1t ._ l'n:h•r \:t•gptaria_n o!·_ light m~·at
l•ah·1 . <all 1\1111 or Jol' at 4.l) -1.>1 I altl'r -1 :.10.
11 /:!I
lt;·~pon-.ihlc- \\1it11h10rk_c·r loo~111g for !><lllall

room . !><lwd. l'lt· . tor hrnl<Hng I hn!><tllla!'< to~· s
in l'Xl'h;J1 ;;!1' lor carpl'nlr~· or 111a111l1•nam·1•
1rnrk or .i hl'.tlll iful round lop hlilnkl'I /
tn•asurl' dw~t. Bn•I. rm. 21:>. lllil\·!17-11\.

ciltcTl..\H S .\W-$:15 Aladin lll'atcr 'Kerosenc•' $:i0. Suix•r-11 Moril' ( ':tml'ra $75
SupPr II i\lm·il' Projector $7:i. l'owpr Drill
12 • $111 t•ach . Call 742-7:1H6 pn•nings . or llli82!J2-1 and h-:i n· a ml•ssage for J a rwl . I:! / I
l'l\,n . :'\l'1\· Kohler & ( 'amuhl'll l'1msole.
l'oml. will take besl ollc•r . :\lpd1t1·rranean
lkdrnom !'<l'I . -1 pil•ce. fair! _,. Ill'\\ . good condilion $:){Kl. \\"l''rc moving oul ol state . 43ti!12~B . f\pt•p I n ·ing .12/ I
f<~X<'.

help wanted
\\'II" BEl'BESE:\T,\Tl\' l•:s lll'l'dl'd in
OW;ham . 11\la)e or fcmalp1 l':arn $-10 out Of
l'l'<'n· SllH1 ~old. Phom• G<·n Smith 7-12-lilllili
forappt.12 11

llll YOl 'I .\KE \TL\\11\.~'.' Tlwn ll'h~· not
tllkl• thl' BEST''
Ni\1THAL 11·psl i·oasl
famous Sll:\KLl'~E vitamins AHi': till' hest!
Dt•\·£'1oJ>l'd in a SDl.'cial w•1\ IJ,· till' man \\·ho
madl' llw Isl vitamins for h111Har1 <·nrrsumption -Dr. Shakll'l'. Non-poll11lin;! hi-cot.Jl' .
· Ctcant•rs and shampoo abo •l'·arlahle . Call
Ruy ti:i!l-:!l-111. 11 / 21

Fl ' :'\ I.II\ EBS'. Ski<·1·s! Exl'ilin~ and intl•rl'Slin~ Joh" ;it Lake Tahot•. f'alilnrnia . Good
pa_\' . skiill;!. sailin9. casinos. d1sl'ns . ~o

~;~rt;:;::· ;·;:· ~K'r\~t:i{u~~· 11~~.::\:~.'i}:'.r s'.~l~:~~:
1

111('t; lto . ( '. \ ~i:.:::_t-,_

(;H .\Ul '.\TIO:\ (;OW:'\: lnl'111d1•!>< e;lp and
LA tasslt' f\\'hitei for Woman approx. 5'1i"
UNI! Ho~«il Blue. Call !llill :!1\-IB.

f!~~'~"'~:'. l'~\~~:-:.::1i~~- ~~~ht.~·.~.;·i~~;~ "~\~~~:

SLH ( '. \:\IEHA: Nikkorex :15mm f2 ·5 5mrrr
lens h111ll in light meter. Asking $!!:-1. Call 65!12.'i!l:I.

summer! St•nd $2.75 to Sc•aworld.
lilo:l;). S;1lTanwnto. CA 9:>!!2:i. J 1t :!-1

of

S'I El:Ell FOH SALE: $:!:111. :1 Sj)('l•d clcctroph11111l' \I 1th 11 lrack tape l'<'l't•1n•r and ri.•('lirdl'r. :\:\1 -F" radio. 2 spt·akl'1·,. ;i(,o 1ncltrd('.d.
Call lkt . I:.' l\p.m . i4!1--121-l . l I ..!I
STEHEfl ( '0:\ll'O:'\E:'\TS FOH S:\LE : Marani~ llN;tl-$120. ADS 5:iO sp1•ak1•r $1:10. Dual
122;, with orlofon cart. $11KI \m·a -l'ro lleadphorws $1:!. I 'all Hrt1cl' l\liB ;,:; 1:1 ht•lon• !I a.m .
II :.'.J
S:\l.E . 111·: \l.ISTH' ST\ . 11; Bl·:n:l\'l·:i<. :!
Realislil· :'11;· .;;oo speak"r' . LAB -14 BSH
Tl ' B:'\T:\BLE. All For $2:!:i. Abo. Ila rt King's
Hook Ski!>< < 17;, cm o with Solomon Bindings$!1Kl: '.\ordil·a Hoots 1\\'otlll'll .!'< siz1• li1~1$50 .
Call Joan al :!-2154 or l\li!l-!Hil:! . I:! ' t

l'.\'l<T-Tl .\11-: C'.\Hl'EYl'l-:11~ ancl ;.!Plll'n1l
lahor lor n•,.lor;1tion pr1111·1·r in :\1•\1111arkt•I.
1-'lt•xihh· hours . Call 7ill-fN;a:! cl;I\·,., llli8-54!J:l
nighl,. I.'.; .

for . s~1le:

T\"Pt:\\ IUTEH

Ol.l\'t-:1·n 11.1-:rl'l!:HA :u; . c;ooll condition.
7 -1~ 1;:!~!•

I:!

llEl.I' \\'.\ Yl'EU:
1'.\llT Tl \II·: SEE
throu;.!h womc•n h;1rh•ntlc•r" ~-: : ~1 plus lips.
Will I rarn . I ';111 lor app. I :!Iii 1.:!111;:-,.J . B;u·k
Alt Tan•rn . I:! f~o

·, .:~·11.~~:r 11(;~; ~/ 1 :·~" 1:rt~:-~?.~ci-~.!~!i

1

1r;1'1'·'.'11.'a \";
t
It'"!'< lh;111 .l.IHMI milt•s. $;>11. i-l:! -fi:!-1!1.12/:i

Fl Ill s \I .I·:: ~now Tin·"· iB x i:: Glass i-kiis .
II. · .
.011 .. ;; I\. in C'-l"l'!:t· ?; t 1·111;di11011. :s:i11.
,\,..!.. lor l\rnn· or I 'ind,· :um ~Niln I:! · I

:~f~g ttH:!~

l:.U I

for rent
.\1''1 . Fl 11: IC t-:'\T at Sta:.!1•t·11al'h :\mwx-(lUll'I nk:it·. lfnhs pFu 1ri• ;~ li1·1h'o1111i: li11:g(•

Hoo:\nt.\TE \\\\ 'I I· II
111 ,.!Ja n· apart·
llll'llt Oil :\l;11n "I .. :\1·11 Ill.JI l..1·) \ Jintr!t• ll iifk
1

1

11

1

1

---

- - --

- --rides

-

------

HlllE '\EEl>l':ll TO: LO(; .\ \ Airport. Mon ..
21st hl'fort' 7:00 p.m. & hal'k on 2ith al i' ::!O
p .111 .. will J>ay for g<1s. Call liundi . 2-Jti4!1.
lllil\ !ll!l:i.121 I
.
HlllE :\t:1·:1>1·:1> TO

Bethh·h1·111 or Allcn -

~C~~ ,• ·~;:· 1~~ n~~ 11~~1 J~L!1i1\~~ ~~W \i1'i1f1-.(·( ~~~ ~

11

pc.•nses . 11n1
HlllE '\EEl>EI> TO '.\\'( ' Oil )'l( 'l:\.IT\'
tNJ 1 on Tt1l'S . No\'. 21 and n•lurn Sun . 2fi.
('an I.Pan· an.vtime!will lw happ_,. to share
storil's . <'Xpt•nses and drir111g . l'll•ast• call
Bru1 ·l•at 2·1ffl6orllllH-!1715. Hm. :lltl . J l / 21

Billi·: :\FEllEI> 'l'O Sot Tl 11·:1:' :\E\\'
.lt•r"p'·· ,\tl.intie ('it\·, l'h1bddphi;1 itrl'a
Tut"'<.la~·. Nm·. 21st after 2: IKI p . m. I l / 21

roommates
S.·t"k r1H1111 t1l•&11· Uurham lo sta\· in two
. nights pt•r wt•t•k. C'urrcntly l'om1111iting from
Portia ml . ));1,·id Finkl•lh1w. Bl',.l';1n·h :Sl'tcntist Soc·mlogy l>cpt. 2-27fil.l:!il\
'.\1•rcl ;r [l'malt' ·rcK1111mah· to shan· ·:J-hedroom apt. in Ncwmarkl'I. Own n111m. On
K<1ri \'an route. $70/mo. plus utilitil•s. Jan. . Aug . ('all an~· time. l~'i!l-251li . J:.! ;,
HtK1mmatc· wanlt'cl to sban· houw in Ports. mouth with :1 others . Small room \\' 1 private
lx1lh. I minute walk from Kari-Van. Cheap
r£'nl. Call l>anu or T1·1-rv all1•1· 5 p.m.
! 4:lfi··21Il.J:! 1 1

~;:a%'.\~.' $\':~ 1~';i, 1;i1i!~'.:. \'~ ,'?·i ~:\1 ~i:m,r;:~!:.

lost and l'ound

11.\\' I·: .\ ( '.\If l'HOHl.E:\l'.' lking it to us.
Wl' an• l\\o q11alirit•d llll't"hanic:• who do
i1wxp1•11!-<in•. hut lop qua lit _,. work. Our prices
and sl·n·il't•s l'a11110t lw h<•at' 1';1111 1;:m-2:1112
orl\lill-!17:111

Fill '\II: (;rt•\· woman 's jal'kl•I at lddl<•s
,\111litori11111 Thurs. En•ning ( ';1 II Ellen
l\li:! ::1111

1

•

~t :.~..-~~~:,~:~tl~:~~:~!l~ ~; /i~::;~~:T ~-;:;: i~di!.t \'~?o':-~

HC'I> . IT'S :\OT .H'S'I; 1\:\C)TllElt II . \,~ .
Happy Thansgiving. Love. tlw 2 weslt•rn
smikes . 11 / 21

11:\:i>EH : This time it's reall\' mt•. llave
a llappv 21st. I \rish I could bl' hl'r~· to l't•lelwatc lfw 1·!':11 thmg . llow do n111 Irk<• Parly
.celebn1t 11111s ·: :\IB\1.11 / 21

I.OST:
ii siln·r link hral'Pll'I . If round
ph•ast• n•lt1rn to '\'\'onm· -Slokl' lilO or call
2-11-10 lla!><s1wlimt·ntal\-;1hll''.ll :!I

• JlPl 11111. qtl I Vt;. 1-:chp rd <;odnig ,Opt.urn et nst
at -1::1 -IOllll t:!/ I

TO ,\LI. Ol ' H l ''.\11 fl'il'mb. IL\l'I'\'
Thank~gi\· ing . Miss you. the Cal if. Exl·hange
San l>il'go, ( 'hit·o 77-71!. I l / 'l.I

HN·o. Li;.!htshow. Sound n•ntal for parties.
ni;.!11t..J11hs. l'llnccrts. discolhl·qut•s . llire !ht•
h••-,t. t 'all Th£' Dancing Mnchi11l' Sound and
Light l 'o. 1;11:1--t::ti--t:J:ll. 11 / 21

services

T'i'l'l\.1. - l.l'lll'J'!'<. n·su111<'!'< . rqi.ir1,. _ tht'"l'<
dis!'<PJ'lalions . 211 ~·1·ar~ PXJ>l'l'll'llf 'l'. Calf
7-1!1 :.'fi!12. 12" I

wanfrd

personals

Tiu:; (;ltE .-\T BA\' l>IU ' :\I & Hl'la.E
Corps will hold .in organizational llll'l•ling
Sun .. Nov . l!I al l:UO al Portsmouth lligli
Schrn1l. Ml•mb<.•rship is for 15 to 21 year
olds. f<'or additional infor'mation . \\Tile:
Great Bav Drnm & Buµlc Corps. l'.11.Box
I IOI. Port~mouth. NH o:lllOl.11 / :!I

-o

s-\11\\ Tll:t·:s~ Stlt'.-ial lh 1lrn11h.' h· · t·om-

Fim S .\l,E: Grateful Dead good photos
GD conct'rl Tu•·'. 14th Music 1: .. :1. !~oston.
742-5:1!15 .

IHHTl·::-.111-. B FOH llllU: . We handie anv
rur:d io11: \\ 1'fldin~s, i\nnivl'rs<irit•!><. sendoft,. c;r;id11;:tion
Pll•d!!<' l'art11·~ Verv
cxpl'rtl'llf:l'•I. Call etc at :.!-lli:l7 or l\l\ll-!l715.
11 ··~ I
-

:\.'l·.Ell UlllE FHO:\I iWH\\IC'K. \IE . Co
ll:\11 and ha<'k . Call 2-27:>:1 . ,\sk lor Kathy .
12 ~,

i.

~!{;ii ~~i~~j;:!_1 if~~·~1;.~s~~.~~·~'N~;1 1~11dingi-; s10.

PllOFESSIO:\ .\L n··pj:\(i at its bl'si -bv
llnin•rsil\ SPcrelarial Assol'iatcs . Theses'/
resuml's our spPcialty . I BM correcting
Seleetrit'. t•hoice of stvle/ pill'h. <'ompc.'lilivc
rail· for su1><'rior work. Call Diana i42-41l58.
121;,

\\;E .\BE l .OOKI:\(; FOi: a lrit•mllv and
l'ap;1hlP sl11d1·11I who \\'l\llld he• i111<•i'l•sll'<I
in doin;.: !'<Ollll' parl-tinw ho11s1'\\·ork in
Ports111011th . l'lcasl' call -1:m l\l!Mt 1·n·nings.
11124

l'osili1~11 .\\ail;ihh• .Ja1111;11·, I. l!ti!I, Mature
('Ollplt• IJl't•d1•1I lol' SUj)('l'\'1 '11111 ul llllll' lli!!h
1
1
~·:lu~\ 1 -;lr1 ·~1 :1!1.. \\1;';:;:.1:.1. ic;•,: .. ~ 1.'.k 1 1;~~!~:::,~~
IJon·r. :\II 11:::::.!0 11r 1·all ::ti:! 11111:1 :\Ion-Fri
llil.lll . ~ :. :II JI.Ill I I ' :!I

lfr;1li'ti" Sfrn•o Ht•t·l'h 1·1· i _;, wallsfrba1111t•I
With Hc•alislit· i8A m1tomalil' turntabll• and
s1w•1kc·1·s $711 I 1><1ir t'l'os,. l'ot111I n ski hoot.s,

T~·p1:-..;1; 6:l l'l•nis per page-. Paper suppii~d .
Will p1l'k up and delrvcr on l'ampus . Call
;111\linw 1·• 1 • "''41landkccptr~· ing 12 : 1

BlllEHS \\,\:\TEi> (Tll .\:\KS(;l\·l:\(;1:
Dc·:-;tinalion near Jct. NYS Thrt1\\'i1\· IMai;s
l'ikl'. rlt'ar :\lhany. Lcm·ing Wl'd . ah1i11t noon
Good hild1i11;.( or get pickl•<I up . <';ill Elll'n.
Hm.1114.:! 1:!21iorl\lill-!1667. ll · :!I

:\1·:1<:111·:11 \T fl:\('E ~ SN·n·l;11~· l11111kkl•t•ping knm1 h·dg1·. !\ :IHI ;1.m . lo :! :1111 p . 111. Mon. 1-·r1. Fl1·x1hh· . Work-stucly prl'l1·1Tt'll. hut not
nl"C.'l'ssan· <';tll 1;a_\'ll' 7-12-1\ii'I\ alh•r:; p.m .

i:ni: s \l.E: 1:.\1111-:s c;1·:1m\· ski pm·ka.
c;n•1•11. 1° . \'l's. old & still 11ar111 . $40. Call
Sara IUj!! .;,2:1ii. I l i :.!I

.Ji>t.t;l'\(;/EXEIU'ISE Program --111011. and
Wed lor ;:; weeks beginning '.'lim-. 20th
~c\1mark1•t Town Hall 10:110-11:15 a .m .
$falMI. f<'or additional informalion: li5!1-W67 .
11/:!I

$fi.ll,IHlll I ' FOl'll \\'EEKS ~11ara11ll'l•d' Ahsolutl'h ll'gal and foolprrn1I . S<·nd sc•Haddn•:--"s1·d -!><lampc.'d t'n\'Plop<' to: .Jim Pa~<'.
Box :,:1-1 . :\larlins\'illt•. NII O!lltlli . 11 , :!-I

SKI "STIUTTOll l',\HT-Tl\IE \H'l;kPnds
and holida\ ~- downhill Cl'O!><!'<·t·ount r\-. junior
raci11g. Exp1·rr1·m·t• not lll'l't.,.sa1·\. "ill train.
t-:go11 Zimnwrrnan Ski Sd11M1!. 1'.11. Box C>lll.
l..;1nm1a . '1l 11:1:!ili.litl:l-:i2-l .Jlt:1:->.l:! ·.J

:\ll Sit'! . \,~ : Slll':\11 S\Sl"E\I for sail'.
\'a1 -. 1l111aslt•r s _,·st<•m \\1llJ :.! 1'11w,.. & :<land.
Call .llll• LaBonlt• 1162-:12:!:-1 11 :.'II

EU:t"'l'ICI('

Hox

l'.\HT-TI \II-: .lllBS-BHi :\111\.EY : :\n·ounting. l.;1\1 or I 'n•-Law studl·nb pn•lt•rrcd.
All aggn·ssJ\'!'. articulate. h1111gr~· studcnls
o.k . :\l'l'd s;ilt'!'< reps for CPS l.S:\'I l'assl'lte
lloml' Stud,· l'rograms . (';ill .lint Ill'(' at
Toktllapt'. Im· . Toll Fr£'l' I l\IKI l\7-l-7:i!l\l. In
Florida. l'all l'Olll'd !10-l-H7fi l\:!til. t:->lfi N.W.
ltilhAn• . <i:ii1ws\· illl•.l-'L:t~fill-l II :!-1

\\'O\IE:\'S UHl::ss -HOfrt'S : I pair
.redhroll'll ll•atlwr boots. whil'h an· lwa11tiful but
too hig for me. Thl'~' n• sizl' i' ,. mid were
worn only onct•. Asking $:1(1 or BO. ('all
f<~Jh· at :!-I Iii-I or !!till-!1662 and ll'<I\'<' a messag<; 1f 1'1110111.

1{;111•h "'''cl '12;).011.

( J/ :!-1

:\IE:\!\\O\IE:\.'! Jobs-Cruist•Shi~s! Freight -

FB l·:t·: Tll I ,Ol)ll 1111 \I I·:· l.o\·ahlc·. ;ulor:i hh ·. oht•d11'11t Bl;u·I.. :! month nld knwll'
do;.!. . · lali . I 'ontad Fra111 ·1 ·!'< :1211 Siok<•.

:.!.:!:r;.-,.

ads---forcomment.

25:1;; al H::lO p .m .1211

:: IWO:\I EFFl('IE'.\( ' \' llfl\IE. t•ntirelv
n•nm·all'd. Pxcellent ncighhorhood. instilal<'d. no pc.•ts. security d<•posil' and referClll'l's. n•fri;!eralor indudPd . $2tHI month
plus utilitil's . !142-iM0.12/ I

meeting~

and familiarize himself with the
group, Lessard said.
"It's so important to have
someone there who really
represents
the
students,"
Lessard said.
Lessard said the bill will first
be heard by the House Education
Commitee, of which he is a member, in January. "I'm trying to
have it on the agenda for the very
first meeting," he said. "The bill
has always been well received by
the House Education Committee."
Martha Steiner, the present
student trustee from Plymouth
State College, was unavailable

si .. na llc·'i!!ll~ fi0/111 gn•c•n with n•cl vlaid
li11111:.! lo!><I al party in Nl'l\·mkt l'' riday 11 / IO
"ilh >'l't of car k1·~·s--Het11rn to MUB
111111 · 1111q11~11ons1.11121
I .llST: <111 lwnch in l\lurkland Squart' Thurs .
II:! a \t•n uniuue one legged, aluminum.
photu mono pod. !\lust ha\'e to do photo work .
l<l' \1,1rd . ii:.' ;,_;!1;)_ 12/ Ja

'SPADES - Seeking a new partner. Apply
Hm. 11 . I demand a rematch! Happy Thanksgiving'. 11/21
llE.\H 11.1'.ll. llappy 21st Sunshinl'' IM . ~· ou ·
nc\'l'r thought I could get this 111 on lime.
Well. thl' lillll'!'< thcv art• a cha11g111 '. Bight'?
Ami a lol ol hap1n:. run timl's an• 1·0111ing
your wa\' . Thi!>< I!'< !he hig one. so li\·e ii uptake a cham'l' hl' 11·ild and crazv -1 nwl•I me at
·ow ·moorinµ and we'll sail ;i11·; 1y inlo oblivion 1! 1\11xio11sl~· aw<1iting . .rnur ( 'a plain .
11 /2 1
Tll Wllll :\l IT \l .\Y ( '0:\( ' 1-:H\ l\'Ol' l;t ' \'S
K:\OW \\"1111 .Y lll ' .\HE!I: " South's l.!Ollna
do it again. hirnwac. rudging. coffin. Bl-:
LOYAL. n;1('" n11>;. , Ii .H I. "Amil'. ;11r raids.
major ll•agu<• vahos and hv llw 11· a~-. pigs
in s'pan· has goi to go! !-The :.Faxl's''. 11 21

Tfl .\LI TllE 'E\\ .rnicst:Y l'EOl'l.E .\T
l ' :\11-llan• an l'Xcl'lll'nl TurkP\' Dm·! - A
·
·

· i''l'l low :\t•1r .Jc•rst•y il c ! ! II /21

Sl E OF lllTCll ::nl-Happv 20th Birthdav'
Hl·memhl'I· Sl'Ol"JJ!'<. missuins. hlundl'rs. fnsanitv. marathon11u.!. and kilkr ro;1dtrips _
Do vou can•'? Posters. Channel •. 96 bet>rs.
dbt:o ft·l't. l'luh l'asino. ancl t;n•(•11 1>1.,ilh.
\\latch out for !ht• ( 'ONs. Are vo11 l11c !><ISh·rs'?
.Jive• it 1111 11 / :!7 ! Andn•a 11 /2l
S\\"EETllt: .\IWHT-When• \\'(' goi11 ' nl·xt'?
Mavht• \1·1· l'ould test out all tlw n·sl art•as
and llojo Parking lots'! Thanks so much .
LO\'l' _,.., . --s,n•PlhPart." J J /21
llAl'P\ l!lli1 SllEHll'\' FHO:\I J.lt. :! annt'x.
11/21

1:.\1,,..

···i·ni-: m·11.T
;--"·ill I)(' ;11 L<·(· "<'irclt·
Monda\· thru Saturda\' I :OO to -1::!0 . Multicolored quilts $!0.00. Solids $1 :1.110. All l'Olton/rl;111nel fill• d. will fit sin;..!.h' and douhlt•
hl-d. Thm1:-;amb of usc>S.11/21
TO ( 'OIWl·T'I' .\ Plt~:\'IOl ' S l'EHSO:\ .\I.,
TONY SI ':\HI.I IT< I IS and alwa\'s has hc•1•11 a
IJ(•lter l1M1shall pl;1yt•r than m~·sdl. Si;!1wd.
Hkk Halt>:< . I I ::!1
(;II I\' KIH Ill-::\ ( 'ltEW: SUE! Kl'dn. Tom. -

Dan'. ('arrit'. l\l<lrcia. Erah. llarohl. Bl'rt.
·Allison. Hoh. :\lira. ·sandv. Chris. Ci11d~·.
Jan<'. BcI:-;_v. l>ort'en, Cathy. l'<·tpr. l'ai:I.
Mikl'. Slia1w . .Jim. Adam. Ann .•kb. Lam:•~:
Stasia .. l1·ph. EllPn. Tracit'. SIP\ t'. I.' 1111·1-.
(;igi. Ari. K1rsll•11. and lH'O! You an•<;1'l·at !
Thank!>< I l'Olll lll\ .lll'art.Elly 11 :!I
.\(;:\ES \:'\II BEl:Tll ,\: Sorn· I c·ouldri't
ma kl• it . II was Zl'lda 'i-; turn . H:\ im !Ith . I I 21
ElllllE IL\ 0:\ TllE !Ith: Happy TlwnksgiYin;.! to a n•al turkey. Now q1u·11
ne\'l'r li11d out \\ho we an•! Lovl' & K1ssl's,
A;.!n£'sa1Hl !Wrll1<1. ll /2 1
To llZ . thank-.. loo · the pins . ~·uu Wl·re good
sport!-. l.11\ 1· :\Ju;.h and l\1ush.
Sandy : llappv Hirthday . Sorry to hear you'll
be spcndmg i! in the library. We ' ll hav.e lo go

}geac1~?~~~\vfif g1eeo~

g;:_t'.~~ rn~nf·~~~sd~ime

0
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*
For Christmas give her a
*
Candidate interview ·
*
*
........
~~
GUARDIANANGEL
·~r
~
MILLER,
Allan Spitz will meet with
*
*
continued from page 7
faculty on Monday, Dec. from
*
**
27 also.
3:00
4·
;"'
Murkland
*
Albert Johnson's meeting will Auditurium
irom
to 9:30
*.
·*
be on Thursday, Nov. 30 from in the ~. . acuity Center on Dec. 4
-~~'""" ~A little angel to watch over someone you care for. :
3:00 to 4:30 in Paul Arts M-223 also.
- - - - * 24k gold plated, crafted in the BA VARIAN Alps. *
and from 8:00 to 9:30 in the
The fifth finalist, not yet an....,,.~'"'"I * Hug5 her lapel or rests protectively on her shoulder.
*
Faculty Center on Friday, Dec.
nounced, will meet with faculty
*
*
on Thursday, Dec. 7 from 3 :00 to
*
*
4:30Jn Paul Arts M-223 and from
·
Caucus
8:00 to 9:30 at the Faculty Center
~
PIN 85.00
~
on Dec. 7.
i...----------....J
*
Add 25 cents postage
*
elects
Racllyn Imports
*~
*
LU
.conunittee
20 Thompson Lane !
I

...;...+'-'+=+-.

to

:-.~
anu

4

t!~t>

8:UO

..;....;.+;;~~~~
~~~~

1.

*.

0

z

FACULTY CAUCUS
continued from page 2

alternates.
After voting, there was a three
way tte for the tenth posttton
Administration Professor Herma
Gadon withdrew the name of Bus
iness Administration Professo
Robin Willits, one of the nominee
iii the ti'e. Willits will act as :
an alternate.
The ten elected are: Associate
English Professor Elizabeth
Hageman, history Professor Hans
Heilbronner, Chairman of the
Microbiology Department Galen
Jones, Associate wildlife ecology
Professor William Mautz, chemistry Professor James Morrison,
Chairman of the Mechanical Engineering Department William
Mosberg, physics Professor John
Mulhern, political science Professor George_Romoser, Associate
Professor of physics Robert
Simpson, Associate Professor of
history Harvard Sitkoff.
The five alternates are: Chairman of the Botany Department
Alfred Bogle, Chairman of the
Anthropology Department Richard Downs, Associate Englis
Professor Susan Shibanoff, Professor of business administration
Robin Willits and Associate Professor of Italian Rose Antosiewicz.

Durham, N.11. 03824*
868-2190 C\'Cnin~s ~

~

·**********************************

~
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Nov. 17 & 18: Skinny Kid

IOC~IOCO.CIO"'"...,r...,r..r..,.c--....ci--~..r..r...occoao1,_. _ J

' _j

Nov. 20: Madigan

UJ
~
~

Nov. 21-25: Renegade
MON - College l.D.

~

co

~
LU

~ight

'

-~

~

TUES - Beggars Night

Gmr &y l?Ae&aEr~'5

st
.....________________._. . u '
WED - Ladies'· Night

(o

~

Mll])V1.IBR(I)I(
~
·
'
.
INN .
AT THE PORTSMOUTH
TRAFFIC CIRCLE

.

"'91i••mmmmB&ltlmm•••••••••I
..

incl,..-. (OU rt$

Low Rl\res ·
_ wl~11dcWit>

RM

108 •

New,...,.t • c,91.J1r1

•.

~= "•8,.:-&....&..--&:<~~.:-& ·~-.:!~"«•. ·-:·:·. ·~..~:·:$!:~:~ :::-h·-:&-A.··)Je...··:::-...~"'&.··~:e :~
.,.,. A1YAIY.'..YM'AYM'"
w /l51' l>~.(i?.wNY.1:-?AYNYUo""/i!To""H-H~#TAYAYm- ~

K ar1·van
.«?.•

¥
¥.

~

·

~

·

\4
~
¥

Holiday Schedule ~
~ Thanksgiving ~~
~
!~
.Schedule
=
¥

¥
·~------------SCOPE presents an evening with
~w ednesday Nov. 22nd,=
•
¥
~last runs leave ~ampus

=

~

~

~-

at 5 p.m.
,~
v
¥
ResumeSunday Nov .26th
~
~
:-:~
A
~~~ w1•th th e 3 p.m. runs. ;~:
.

~

~

/

~
-~

~

~

.::§::

:::~

~ ~

DEC. 3 SUNDAY ·
at the GRANITE STA TE ROOM

MUB

yy

~

~For
.. ..

With Special Guests:
FACE TO FACE

~
...

~

A
A

LIVINGST·O N
TAYLOR

~

.

~

~

more information@
call:
~
A
:--··:

.

822
6. - 328
· ..w.w_.w
-1$r/.

~

~
A
:f.::

::§:: ~;;.··c·41.·..;_;~··bz. «_~·~~··«·« ;;.~··-:::::··~··-=~' ~=="°·:W-.tU
.AVAVA!.'
. • ·-=~· '.···, •••• ··:··· ......... ..... -:.... }~·· ····~· ··~·. ·--·:· ••·••• ••••·• ••••• •••••• ...... ~---••~..~.~.~.~----=::=··~=-J'
0

'I

••

TICKETS ON SALE MONDAY
$5. 00 students with ID ·
- $6. 00 General and at door
Only 800 tickets are being sold.
PLEASE: Buy your ticket before
Thanksgiving Brcak--There may
not be any left when you
ct back!!
1

-
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Spitz

•
comics

by Gary

Doonesbury

II

• .,,
~

~

Ul

~

.;---;

f&s'
%c: t/(j;/Jvsr
A HAPP't ACCIOENT,

Trud~au

SPITZ
continued from pqge 3

IN 174CT, 7HE FIRST
THING I 010 AFT!3R
ClEARJNG CUSTOMS
IUAS CA/..L THE STATC
OEPAl<!MENT 70 FINO
OOTIJ.JHCRE'

{)S BUMPING INTO
EACH OTHER l/KC
/Ale 010 .. \

decision
opposed

IMAGINE MY SURPRISE
MIEN I LEAl<NED YOU
IAJeRE RJ61fT H&RE IN
WASHING70N, IJ.JORK/N6

. f?E{)Sk/N5.

fAJITH 7HE NAT/Ve

Alr'ERJCANS! \

YOU WERE!

.S hoe

give committee members · experience in a vising.
'C hapman said his investigation
of the issue indicates that the
move was caused by some confusion in Spitz's office, and said
he hopes Spitz will reconsider the
move.
Spitz was named last week asone of the five finalists being considered for the permanent vice
presidency. He attended Sunday's Caucus meeting but did not
address the Caucus, leaving
early because of the lengthy _
debate on student governance.

l<IGHT. ITS 50
LIKE YOU70 BC
HEL.PING OtJT
CJTHERS, SIR.

\

Only an .hour for lunch?
That's all the time
you need for a cut,
style and blowdry at

by Jeff MacNelly

1

Hours
Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30
Thurs. Eve till8
29MainSt.
Durham
PHONE 868-7051

.t*****·~·***•**"**
BROOKS VIL~ANOV A ~
:

Ladies Villanora

:

by Tom K. Rfan ~toge a

Tumbleweeds

. !!It!..

THE JUPGf: ISN'T.f-:iE:RE, HIL-t?EGARP. ••
HE'S ou-r CAMPAIGNING FOR ELECTION.

·~

1r::

...•
...

Free skate sharpening :
with purchase of a
*
Christian hockey stick ~
~

.

:· Durham Bike :
:
J cnkins Ct.
:
0

1178 United Feature

Syndica~: Inc.

..

868-5634

collegiate crossword
l

6
11

~....,_..,.._

..___+-..._--'

13
14

! 17

ACROSS
Sewing machine
part
·
Wheat variety
Small bed
Ornamental shrub
Au:t.hor of "Ih~
Netklace" (!,. ~.ds.)
R&'t;t-~ pla~ "part
~,iJ"Oll '-~\Jo

.............-+~~-18
19 _,;;....., S<:hwari., ~
famous toy stGre
·20 Exploits
22 Greek site
23 Boy servant
24 Regions
26 Bio-l 27 Income statement
item
28 Menu item
30 Ambitious one
~-+---+-_._---132 Donna or Rex
34 Oahu dance
~....---- 35 Netherlands city
38 Meal
--+----+-- 42 Dust and mud
43 Baseball haJl-offamer, Anson

answers

45 Fight

14 loosely woven
· cotton
15 City in upstate
New York ,
50 - · syneph.rine
16 'Bal lerina'<s assets
51 Threatened
21 Toothed · ·
53 Triangle side
23',Protectiv€ wall
23- Prophets. .:
54 "A - " (Dickens
novel)
•
-~ ?1' ~ssages- •
•
57 Edict city ·•
29'- {\ectric - ·- l
58 Powder bag : ' • · .
Jr 1f;rt of MPl'i: :
59 HiA'der . . . .
._ ~J"P~Mr.<5 . ; !-~: ·
60' Evil glances
·
35... l,:._ seek
36 Connective tissues
_ [)()\Vto4
37 Tr-0pical bird
39 Artist's workshop
1 Encourages (2 wds.) 40 Karl Malden TV
2 Remuneration
series, for short
3 ~ hat
41 Iceman's need
4 Cordoba cheers
42 Force
5 Madagascar monkey 44 Texas river
6 Bridge sections
47 Allude
7 City on the
48 Car-window item
Arno
_
51 Speck of dust
8 Stammering sounds 52 Sky Masterson ' s
game
9 Foliage
10 Scarlet ~
55 Suffix for depend
12 Anklebone
56 Most common written
13 like Charo word
46 · ffX-e
47 Emulated Andretti
49 Sea bird

page 15
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LISTEN!
You've heard him on WBZ,
WNEW, or one of the 24
radio station• that cany

the-iftc.omparaltte "Ski f1e..
ports hy RaKy" ~ dllilf. ~
N-ow.you catt ~·~ Rexy ,

.......... .....

........... ,..,. " ·' · ""- i.he

,ski-.,_ef ...Wl•'*-'M·.

.·, , _

~

,·

best elilpes lrit~
datiens.

Fact packed and fun to
read! Look for it at your
favorite book store or ski
-shop-or send $6.75(ppdl to:

Roxy's Ski Guide
TO NIW ENGLAND
EAST WOODS PRESS :--~-._~,
6000 Kingstree Drive ,jY~·,
BoxN
/: )..,
Charlotte, NC 28210~·"
(704)554-7020
The

East Woods
ltess

.;13~t

·~
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o."' ~sked For Them••• ·
We've Got Them!
,1 '

Ir ,...
i t.' i

AlarDls

t

ALARMS
continued from page 2
practice or intramurals or something."
Twenty-six medical calls were
in Durham, she said.
The figures are slightly higher
than in previous years, according
to Grota, though she did not have
the exact past figures. She said
this is probably due to the 63 alarm
systems that have been installed,
mostly in the dorms, in the past

.,
l

. 1979 MONZA WAGON
1979 CHEVETTE 2 DR.
HATCHBACK
1979_MALIBU WAGON
1978 CHEVETTE 4 DR.

BROADWAY

WEEKDAYS
9:30..9

-·
-.£ ,.'EXPRESSIONS'' t
..
~

~

iC 'fhe Norsemen Lounge presents the popu1ar ·•«
1l
"Expressions" for your listening and dancing :
ji l pieaaure.' We featu'e the largest dance floor in · :
·:
the area and a ·forty foot sunken bar.
ii

::

THE BEST CHILI AROUND
PLUS

RIVER TRAFFIC! !

MlrecleMlle

.....r~1~;;.:;.~~*****

ENGINEERS
Federal Government agencies are involved in
some of the most important technological work
being done today ... .in energy fields, communication, transportation, consumer protection, defense, exploring. inner and outer space and the
environment.
Some of the jobS are unique, with projects
and facilities found nowhere etse. Salaries are
good, the · work is interesting and there are ex. celfent opportunities for advancement.
Our-- natronwide network can get your name
referred -to ·agericies in every part of the country.
For information about best opportunities bY:
specialty ancf 7Jocation, send a coupon or your ·;
resume to Engineer ~ecruitment, Room 6A 11.

·~~~J
.
~ ~

U.S. Civil Service Commission
Washington, ~.c. 20415

·

I
I

I

I
I
I
I
II

I
I
I
I
I

An Equal Opportunity Employer

•••••••••••••••••••••• I
~~ -

I

Address

1.

City
Degree level and
Engineering speciality

State _ _ Zip

Univ. Col.
Geographic Preference(s)

Tel. no.

Yr. Grad. _ _
r

TUES. thru SAT.

and

:NORSEMEN ·~
~q~.ql (~
ii

Blues - Folk - Jazz

·STEAMERS

SPECIAL;
WEDNESDAY NIG~T
LADIES' NIGHT

r

DOVER

HEARTY SANDWICHES

._ 1:

DON'T MISS ./T!

SAT.
9-6:30

We Service What We Sell
YOUR Authorized Chevrolet
Dealer in the DURHAM AREA

ENTERTAINMENT

lr«***······*·········***********t
THE NORSEMEN}1.RESENTS
:

t

@)
USED CARS

1978 I UV PI.C K UP

"The more alarm systems we
have, the more they're going to
get activated. If you discount that
factor, we really haven't had more
calls than usual, " Grota said.
Grota said that no figures on
the cost of the false alarms to the
department are available because
the Fire Department does not
work out the cost for each type of
call.
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Icat Stats I

UMASS 34, UNH .7

Team stats
First Downs ......
Rushing .......
Passing .......
Penalty .......
Rushing AH-Yards
Passing Aft.Comp
Yards .........
Hod lnterceoted
Total Net Offense
Fumbles-Lost ....
Penalties-Yards.
lnterceptions-Yds
Punts-Yards .....
Average .... .,.
Punt Returns·Yds
Kick Returns-Yds.

UNH
3
1
2
0
28-64
20-6
75
4
102
3-2
8-85
1-0
8·264
33.0
0-0
G·110

Moss.
13
8
3
2
26-269
11-7
78
1

280
3-0
6-51
4-23
4·133
33.3

1-1
O·O

UM ass stats
Rushing
Att.
Soreoult
13
Dent
19
rear ow
:>
McEvilly
15
Hilliard
7
Fontaine
1
Milklewicz
4
Kraham
1
Team
1
Totals
66
Passing
Mc Evilly

Scoring
Score by Quarters
Massachusetts
New Hampshire

1 2 3 4
14 0 14 6
0 7 0 0

Final
34
7

Kurtz 12 poss from McEvilly (Vitiello kick) M-7 N-0
O'Connor 5 poss from McEvllly (Vitiello kick) M-14 N-0
Wholley 11 run Ullman kick) M-14 N-7
Dent 30 run (Vitiello kick) M-21 N-7
Soreoult 2 run (Vitiello kick) M-28 N-7
Dent 20 run (kick foiled) M-34 N-7

Goin

44
97
1:>
93
14
0
12
4
0
269

Lost Net
44
0
11
86
J
12
84
9
14
0
-7
7
12
0
0
4
37
-37
67
202

Att.-Comp.-lnt. Yards
11-7-1
78

Poss Receiving
Kurtz
O'Connor
Paglione
Newell
Soreoult
Totals

No. Yards
2
25
2
15
1
18
1
11
1
9
7
78

Punting
Fontaine

No.
4

Field Goals
Vitiello

Yds.
133

UNH stats
TD
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

TD
2

Long
5
30
5
37
4

·1
6
4
-37
37

Rushing
Colemon
Pinter
Loe hie
Wholley
Nocera
Totals

TD
1
1
0
0
0
2

Long
13
10

Avg.
33.3

Long
43

~8

11
9
18

Att.
2

Mode Long
0

Kickoffs
No.
Yds.

Intercepted
No.
Yds.
2
23
1
0
1
0

Poss Receiving
Loe hie
Moore
Clark
Totals

Punting
Leavitt

Loe hie
Benson
Cameron
Mucci
Totals

Net
3
15
·10
7
12
27

Lost
16
0
10
10
1
37

Goin
19
15
0
17
13
64

TD
0
0
0
1
0
1

Att.-Comp.-lntYords TD
20-6-4
75
0

Passing
Wholley

Long
18

All Returns
Punts
All Returns No.
Yds.
Sullivan
1
1
Beerweist
Powers

Att.
10
7
2
4
5
28

No.

2
2

No.
8

TD
0

9

22

0
0

22
22

Yds.
264

Long
19

0

75

Punts
No. _ Yds.

Long
22

Yards
37
16

1
6

Avg.
33.0

Long
10
3
0
11
6
11

Long
51

Kickoffs
No.
Yds.
4
90
1
20

1

0

6

110

Intercepted
No.
Yds.

0

for
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UMass dunips UNH, 34-7

UConn µ.psets URI

Minute'1 nen take second YC title
By Paul Keegan
It was halftime. The report

came in that UConn was in the
process of upsetting Rhode Island,
and there were only seven points
separating UNH and UMass.
Unbelievably, it could still
happen. Somehow, through all
the twists this season had taken-through injuries, freak plays on
rainy days, upsets and heroic
efforts--there remained one last
chance, a slight one, but a chance
nevertheless, for UNH to be picked
as one of the top four teams in
the nation in Division I-AA.
But it wasn't to be. The chances
'vvere there, ju,:,t

a~

they had been

in UNH's losses to Holy Cross,
BU and Rhode Island, and even
in the rainy tie against Maine.
When the Wildcats let their
chances slip away Saturday at
UMass, the result was the worst
defeat they have suffered in five
years, 34-7.
"They're a good football team,
the best we've faced all year,"
said UNH coach Bill Bowes.
Against a team as good as
UMass, the Wildcats were riot
able to make those mistakes
they've made all year and stay
in the game. The first half was
close, but in the second half the
game became a blowout.
Two third quarter touchdowns
put the Minutemen in front, 28-7
and UMass was on its way to
capturing its second straight

Yankee Conference title with a
5-0 record (7-3 overall) and
sending the Cats to fifth place
in the Conference with a 1-3-1
mark (6-4-1 overall).
"Our big hope was to come out
of the third quarter down, 14-7,"
said Bowes. "Then we would have
been in good shape, going into
the fourth quarter with the wind
behind us."
It didn't work out that way
largely, Bowes felt, because, on
a fourth-and-one - quarterback .
sneak early iri the third quarter,
Steve Wholley was inches short
of the first down marker at midtleld.

"I'm not going to comment on
where they placed the ball," said
Bowes "only to say that it was
a very questionable call."
That was the last time the UNH
offense would drive that far until
the waning minutes, when the
game was out of hand.
Meanwhile, UMass was getting
excellent field position, as it had
all day, scoring on a drive that
began on the UNH 41 and another
th~t was started on UNH's 15,
after Dave Loehle fumbled his
kickoff return.
"Yeah, we were about out of
it when it was 28-7," sighed
Bowes.
All of the Minutemen's 28 ooints

FOOTBALL. page 9

the new ·h ampshire

sp_o r-ts

l.JMass speedster Dennis Dent puts a move on Wildcat Sean McConnell on his way to his second
touchdown of the afternoon. Dent's second half running sparked the Minutemen to a :H-7 trouncing of UNH. ( Ger.ry Miles photo.)

Icemen grab fifth straight

•

Will

By t:'ee Hunsaker
period when he tossed a back- ended up w1tn ~6 saves for the
Just as an auto mechanic would hand over sprawled Viking goal- night. "I guess if you reason it
adjust the carburator on a car, tender Jim Barnard. The score out, they're pretty close.'"·
UNH head coach Charlie Holt is stood at 1-0 into the second period,
In addition to Cox. left wing
fine tuning a squad already cho- when a total of seven goals were
John Normand left the game in
sen four:th in ECAC pre-season scored, four by UNH.
the third period,
r
polls.
Barth tallied early (2:08J when . :; John 's leaving was purely preSaturday, UNH came one game Frank Roy stole the puck inside cautionary.·· said Holt. He said
closer to its goal of a quick start Salem State's blueline and fed
Normand had some soreness in
in the ECAC with a 7-5 win over Barth witn a drop pass. Barth's his side.
tough Division II Salem State.
shot slipped past Barnard on his / Hard hitting was prevalent
throughout t~ contest as was exT.his Saturday. the Wildcats will stick side. catching the far post.
Crowder upped the score to 3-1 emplified by the 16 minutes called
take their first Division I test
when thev host Northeastern Uni- -(after Mike Clasby scored for the at 9 ::37 of the second period when
versity in their final exhibition Vikings) when he popped home three Wildcats and three· Vikings
all werit to the penalty box after
an empty net goal as Barnard
game of the season.
Ralph Cox, Frank Barth (two), was out of his net trying to clear a skirmish next to Lorance in the
UNH end .
Bruce Crowder, Bob Gould, Tom the puck.
Gould's only goal at 10: 17 to
Roy, Barth and Vikings Drew
St. Onge and Mike Waghorn all
make
it
4-1
gave
the
indication
Taylor
and Dave Fladger were
tallied for UNH against Salem
of a rout, unlike past U.f.fff-.Saiem
all given two minute minors for
State.
State encounters. tSut ~a ~uusa
roughing. Cox and Salem State's
For Cox, it was his first game and Ernie Morgan put those Kevin Turcotte, however, each
action since the exhibition game thoughts to rest with back-to-baek
received double minors for roughagainst Maine on Oct. 28. Ar_- breakaway goals against UNH
ing.
cording to Holt, Cox played only goalie Ken Lorance, who, up to
A total of 36 minutes in penalthe first two periods in order to that point, had made 12 saves.
ties....-was called in the game as
test his shoulder.
Barth's goal with 41 seconds Salem State resorted to a chippy
left in the second period made it style of play to try to catch up .
..·Two periods is plenty," said 5-3, and St. Onge and Waghorn
Ice Chips :The Northeastern
Holt after the game. "Another _ rounded out the Wildcat scoring game was originally a regular
Salem State ~oalie Al Barnard thwarts UNH's Paul Surdam in two weeks and Ralph will be ·in the third.
season game until UNH went ·
close as Vikmgs Dave Fladger and Jay McBrine move in to much better. He's been skating
UNH's fourth-place prediction over the quota of 31 games. In
guys
and
not
on
his
with
·other
help. UNH _won, 7-5. <Tom Lynch photo)
came from The Hockey News,
total, UNH will play NU three
own line, so it'll take a little time though the Boston Globe ·gave the , times this year ... the regular seafor him to settle back in."
Cats a sixth-place rankir:ig.
son begins with RPI and Cornell
Cox scored the first gojll of
"I don't pay much attention to on December 2 and 9, respective- the game at 7:56 of · the' first the polls," said ~Lorance, who
ly.

Balance is key in
ECAC for 1_9 78-79
By Lee Hunsaker

Anyone. w~o knows ECAC
hockey will tell you that balance
is the one word which best
describes the upcoming season.
The only team out of the running is Pennsylvania, and that's
because rt dropped hockey after
last year's dismal season. That's
how close it is.
Boston University, of course,
must rank as the favorite to
repeat in first place. The Terri~rs
have nine of ten top scorers. the

- - - --morning . line1111111--•

entire defensive corps (save Dick
Lamby now in the NHL St. Louis
Blues system) and an awesome
goalie in Jack Craig all returning.
But BU's biggest asset is depth.
Many on the Terrier's B squad
could be playing as regulars for
other ECAC teams.
And coach Jack Parker will
have to dip into this resevoir
because John Bethel (25-38-63l,

FINAL STANDINGS

··Tom

Lynch

"
·'

Last Week:

ECAC,page19
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~eason:

\

..:

Paul
Keegan
2-6

5-3
5~-28-4,

.

. 658

.

50-3~-4;

. 609

Lee
· Hunsaker

Gerry
Miles

5-3
5-3
52-30-4, .634 , :57-25-4~ .. 698

Dana
Jennings
:

6-2
58-27-4, .iO.Z·'

